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were only two

MORE

PRESIDENT'S
TO
STRENGTH ON TEMPORARY
ROLL CALL IS LARGE.

ADDITION

the state

Ja

number,

al-

entitled to four
in the national conven
tion. The Taft; faction-hanamed a
get of delegates but the names of E.
C. O'Rear and Leslie Combs were
all that appeared on the roll as Roose
velt contestants.
The case of Kentucky's four con
tested delegates-at-largwag the first
called. ' The committee settled down
to the hearing without oratorical pre
After arguments, the
liminaries.
e
delegates-at-larg((four)
Kentucky
were credited to Taft, the vote in the
committee being 38 to 13.
These Kentucky delegates-at-largseated by the committee are: Senator W. O. Bradley, James Breathitt,
W. D. Cochran and J. E. Wood. Only
two of the seats at large were con-- j
tested, the unseated Roosevelt delegates being Ed C. O'Rear anci Leslie
Is

seats-at-larg- e

e

GETS

INTO

TRIES

FIGHT

californian

Distinguished

TO HELP ROOSEVELT CAUSE.

e

seating the
Tour delegaies-at-largand the deleSecond and
gates from the First,
Fourth districts of Kentucky, all cred-teto President Taft, the republican
mtional committee today added ten
rotes to the temporary roll call of the
convention in favor of the president,
ind foreshadowed action that would
idd six more contested seats from
hat state to Mr. Taft.
I
e
were
Only two of the
Contested and the committee was
preparing this afternoon to vote on
he contest In the Second and Fourth
districts. In the First district the
Vote was 46 to 0 against the contest
ants. With these districts and the
delegates-at-large
decided in the president's favor the number of contested
seats determined for him since the
oommittee began Its deliberations
.
In the Second
peached ninety-ix. Ifistrict the vote was unanimous.
After arguments were concluded In
the First, Second and Fourth Kentucky districts there remoined to be considered contests in the Seventh,
"Eighth, Tenth and Eleventh districts.
Francis J. Heney of San Francisco,
leaped into the heat of the political
fray today and strenuously endeavored to inject pepper Into the Roosevelt fight. He characterized the conditions In Kentucky as similar to the
former chaotic political conditions In
California and when he referred to
some of, the Kentucky political acts
as comparable to the acts of Abe
Ruef of San Francisco, Mr. Heney
drew a sharp protest from Senator
Penrose.
Judge Ed C. O'Rear of Frankfort,
who had charge of the arguments for
the Roosevelt forces, frequently admitted that some of the points advanced were not very strong and Sender Borah of the Roosevelt wing declared he thought the contestants
were not entitled to their seats.
Though some of the members of the
committee asked for more time to
consider the evidence, a roll call demanded by the Taft leaders resulted
In seating the regular, delegates-at-larg- e
by a vote of 38 to 11. The decision In the First district, however,
was unanimous.
Kentucky contests involving 16 delegates, were under hearing before the
republican national committee at the
morning session. A decision in the
delegation-at-Iarg(four delegates)
case was expected by noon.
It was agreed that the contests In
the First. Second and Fourth, (two
delegates each) had been submitted
and decided on the same arguments
as in the case of the delegation-at-largChicago, June 11.

JUNE-i- a,

TUESDAY,

1912.

Knows, and
He Knows,
la Wise.

By

d

seats-at-larg-

;

e,

Combs.

The delegates in the First Kentucwere also credited to
Taft. They are: W. J. Deboo rnd
John T. Tooke, the unseated contes
ants being Thomas N. Hazelii and
Robert Cornwell. The vote was 40
to 0.
The Tesult In the First Kentucky
district foreshadowed the seatlti? of
the Taft delegates in the Second and
Fourth districts, where the Roosevelt
men said similar arguments wcuM
be made.
ky district

'

CONDEMNED MAN TRIES
TO KILL 1118 DAUGHTER

CITY EDITION.

HALL RETIRES

THE

HUNDREDSSUFFER
FOR LACK OF
FOOD

BERGS

though

EENEY

GENERAL

WIFE TELEGRAPH SERVICE

Washington, June 1L Aftjsr 45
years of honorable service, filled
with numerous and exciting adven
tures as an Indian fighter, Brigadier
General William P. Hall, who hag
been at the had of the adjutant gen
eral's department since the recent
retirement ; of General
Ainsworth,
was placed on the retiijed list of the
army today on account of age. General Hall Is a native of Missouri and
was graduated from West, Point in
1S68.
Until the beginning
of the
war with Spain he served wholly on
frontier duty. He was In the fight
ENGLISH HEARING RENEWED with Apaches at Whitestone Ioun- taln, Arlzon, in 1873, and several
later participated in the Big
SIR RUFUS
ISAACS, ATTORNEY years
Horn and Yellowstone expedition. He
GENERAL. SAYS HE WILL OF.
was attacked by Indians while in com
FER STARTLING EVIDENCE.
mand of a reconnolterlng party near
the White River, Colo., in 1879, and
was awarded the congressional medSEARCHLIGHTHRE NO GOOD al of honor
for rescuing a brother officer who had been taken captive 'by
SO TESTIFIES HEAD OF THE AD a band ot 35 redskins.

ABOUT

TAFT

SIXTEEN

OPTIC,

ISMAY KNEW

IS GIVEN

MAKES

PRESS LEASED

LAS VEGAS DAILY

186.

WUht was prepared for the presentation of the Louisiana eases, if they
ALL
were reached today.
Practically all
of the Louisiana delegates are contested. ,
TO
The Louisiana case Dnesentpd a
complication similar to that In Flor-- !
Ida, three delegates appearing before
the committee to contest for the
seats.
Committeeman Wight's sup
port was with the "suthon" delega
MANAGING
DIRECTOR
SHOWN
DECIDES tion instructed for Roosevelt.
NATIONAL COMMITTEE
WARNTELEGRAMS
The
contestsITHE
OF.
Kentucky
Rcjosevelt
BLUE
CONTESTS FROM
ants for the places of delegates-at-lar?- e
ING TO TITANIC.
GRASS STATE.

KENTUCKY'S

Waxm

Daj

1 He Who

Tonight; Wed- nesaay fair anu
Warmer.

Shower

J

&A0

Ing of the Aleutian range volcanoes
could scarcely
have been carried
across the Alaskan range, and the
rips heard on the northern slope of
that range muet have been caused by
volcanoes not yet Identified.
So far
as known, Mount Wrangell has given
no signs of disturbance during the
present outbreak of the Aleutian

NO CLEWS FOUND

10

VILLISCA

SLAYER

Peaks.
ISLAND

VOLCANO-RIDDE-

OF

DETECTIVES UNABLE TO GET OM
Will Aid thi Deititute.
TRVAIL OF KILLER OF
Seward, Alaska, June 11. The Ko
dlak relief committee of Seward has
CONDITION
EIGHT PEOPLE.
Issued an appeal to the mayors of all
cities to send money" to relieve the
GOVERNMENT TO GIVE AID needs of the volcano sufferer. The AN
EXPERTJS SENT FOU
committee expects that it will be call
ed upon to care for many hundreds of
CUTTERS ARE SENT
REVENUE
WARDEN OF FEDERAL
PRISON
destitute people.
,
TO CARRY SUCCOR TO THE
WILL BE ASKED TO EXAM- REFUGEES
,
INE FINGERPRINTS.
OHIO SCHOOL WORKERS
Columbus, O., June Jl. With an
KODIAK IS IN

Ai

PITIABLE

estimated attendance of 5,000 delePESTILENCE IS MUCH FEARED gates and visitors, tha Ohio State A SIMILAR TRAGEDY NOTED
Sunday School association met In
an LAST FALL WHOLE FAMILY WAS
WATERS ARE FILLED WITH DEAD this city today for its fifty-thirDual convention.
will
be
Three
dayi
MIRALTY HYDROGRAPHERS
MURDERED WITH AXE IN
FISH, WHICH MAKES DRINKVIRGINIA EAGLES IN SESSION
spent In listening to the annual re
OF GREAT BRITAIN.
ING DANGEROUS
KANSAS TOWN.
ports and In the general discussion
Portsmouth, Va., June 11. Five
of
school
methods.
hundred delegates and as many more
work and
Sunday
Loudon June 11. At the resump visitors are in this
Villisca, la., June 11. Almost no
Washington, June 11. The federal In addition the program provides for
city atending the
intion today of the board of trade
annual state convention of the Frater government is moving swiftly for the a series of public meetings in Memo positive clews seem to have foeeu
quiry into the Titanic disaster, Sir nal Order of Eagles. The initial ses relief of the volcano sufferers. Cap- rial hall, which will be addressed by brought to light as a result of the
Rufus Isaacs, attorney general, an- sion was held in the
Orpheum thea tain Bertholdt, commander of the noted clergymen, educators and Sun work of the detectives in Sunday
nounced his intention of submitting ter this
with
President revenue cutter serv'ce, has issued or day school experts from many parts night's murder case' wherein Joseph
morning,
to the court that the wireless dis John B. Graves of Clifto
Moore and family Bnd two visitors
Forge in the ders to rush the cutter Tahoma or of the country.
notified that ice had chair. This afternoon the visitors McCullough to the assistance of the
patch which
met death. The theory upon which,
been seen In the route of the Titanic were taken to the Norfolk
the authorities are working now InPERISH IN FIRE.
navy yard refugees.
was handed to J. Bruce Ismay In his and other
,
St.
11.
of
June
interest in the
places
Petersburg,
Fifty volves two men, relatives of-- the murCaptain Perry of the revenue cutter
capacity as managing director of the vicinity.
The annual" parade will be Manning, reporting to Washington, nine field laborers were burned to dered family, both of whom are said
White Star company because of Us held tomorrow.
says St. Paul and Wood Island villag death while aBleep in a barn near to have held deep grudges against
seriousness.
es, buried under one foot of ashes, Tambow, Central Russia, on a prop Moore and his wife as a result of
One of the admiraly hydrographers,
troubles. One of these men
snad
and hot' pumice stone, doubtless erty of Count Orlorff Davydoff. The
Captain Francis S. Miller, was called
cause
of
not
known.
is known to have been in
the
accident
is
is
it
said,
are
in
a
terrible condition. Captain
to the witness stand and gave his
Vllllsca recently and it i rumored
In. his dispatches urges the
Perry
opinion in opposition to the introduc
that the other also has been here.
.TODAY IN CONGRESS
need of a government emergency fund
tion of searchlights on liners.
The bloodhounds which followed a
for supplies for th edeet'.tute.
Tte JURY TO JOLT JACK
from the Moore home to the
trail
havoc wrought on the eastern coast
'
TRIES BANK ROBBERY
river
of
yesterday, losing it soon afterKodlak
officers
island
of
caused
JOHNSON J0LL1LY
Washington, June 11. Senate: Ne;
Denver, Colo., June 11. An attempt
wards,
again were used today. A dethe revenue cutter service, familiar
wna made hv an unknown man to at noon.
on this case also helptective
working
with
to
believe
that
Alaska,
vastly
Fight begun on appropriation for
hold up the teller in the State Mered in the investigation of a mysterWILL
INDICT.
CHAMPION
FOR
on
has
been
done
greater
damage
commerce
court.
this
cantile bank at 2:30 o'oclock
ious wholesale murder at Ellsworth,
SMUGGLING NECKLACE INTO
c
canals
committee the western side.
afternoon. The bank is located in
Kansas. He notes several points of
THE UNITED STATES
Wickersham
of
and
Alaska
Delegate
amended
house
bill
Panin
governing
the Ernest and Granmer building
in the two cases. One of
similarity
Senator
of
Jones
Washington today
the heart of the business district. The ama zone.
use ot a kerosene lamp.
is
the
these
A
11.
federal grand
Chicago, June
both introduced resolutions for the
House: Met ae 11 fJVn.
would-bholdup daBhea from the
one was found turning;
case
In
each
In
to
asked
be
Bwwn
wil
immediate
Jury
appropriation
of
$50,000
today
Judiciary commitete prepared
bank and ran along Seventeenth
the crimes were
where
room
the
in
for the relief Af ihe volcano, victims. return aji indictment, against Cham
f
pniust
lydg
stiect, a erwded ousinnsji thoroughcommitted.
Bloody
finger prints.. oT
.ia
.
on
of
Jad
Johnson
The
house
before
pion
of
action
charge
adjourtied
bank em- Hanrord.
fare, closely followed by
have been pre
murderer
Ellsworth
the
on
Johnrata
A
Wickersham
the
resolution could be smuggling.
midnight
Representative Prlluce gave notice
ploye.
some several weeks ago by served and will be compared by exson's
taken.
would
fight the army apThe robbery was attempted at a notice he
federal authorities resulted in the perts with those of the Vlllisca as
report
time when the bank was filled with propriation bill conference
finding of a necklace valued at $3,000 sassin.
Food Supply Is Low
adopted by the senate.
customers. J. Caldwell, the would-bIt was planned to hold the funeral
which the pugilist is said to. have
appointed to invesSeattle, Wash., June 11. The ar- smuggled into this
holdup, is about 30 years old. He
the eight victims of the tragedy
of
country.
B. tigate the "beef trust."
rival of the tug Printer at Seward,
confronted Paying Teller Earl
this1 afternoon. Mrs. Stillinger, mothAdjourned at 11:50 a, m., in mem- Alaska, with dispatches from Kodiak
Funk with a revolver, demanding the
The necklace is the same orna- er of the two murdered girls, is still
latter to turn over the money. Funk ory of Representative Wickliffa of gave the first authentic details of the ment that was worn
condition from shock.
by Mrs. Johnson In a serious
handed about $100 m currency Louisiana, killed by a train here to- conditions on Kodiak and the adjoin upon the arrival of the
found by the bloodThe
only
thing
champion and
ing islands which were burled under his wife here from Chicago two weeks hounds this morning was a bloody
through the window when Caldwell day.
more than a foot of ashes from Kat- became frightened and ran from the
While interesting the
ago, it is said. .The necklace is set handkerchief.
mai volcano.
bank.
with diamonds wnlch glitter like a officers do not regard the find as
lA message to the Associated Press
Several shots were fired by bank DISPLAY OF FORCE
' "
in the work of unraveling tha
row of electric lights.
Caldwell befrom Captain Perry of the revenue
employes and policemen,
mystery.
'
cutter Manning, which afforded refuge
The county attorney has sent for
ing captured within av block of tt
t
bank.-- , Caldwell, it is said came
HAS HAD EFFECT to the 500 inhabitants of Kodiak and MARJORIE IDE A JUNE BRIDE Warden MoClaughrey of the federal
New York, June 11. A special train
the nearby villages of St. Paul and
Denver about a week ago from. Spoprison at Leavenworth, Kansas, who
the guests from this city Is a finger print expert. He is exconveyed
no
St.
was
loss
kane.
Meridian, said there
INDICATIONS ARE THAT TROU- of life at Kodiak, but Captain Pony this afternoon to Port Washington, pected here today. Word comes from
feared for the safety of those in the L. I., for the wedding of Miss Marjor- - New Market, about 15 miles southBLE IN CUBA WILL SOON
IOWA LABOR FEDERATION
le Ide and Shane Leslie. The bride is east of here, that two strange men
settlements near the volcano.
AN
TO
COME
END.
Muscatine, la., June 11. The twena daughter of Henry CL Ide, United who were there when the news of the
suron
who
The
island
the
people
tieth annual convention of the Iowa
11.
June
The absence vived the haii of hot ashes and stones States minister to Spain, and a sis tragedy reached that place left (hurWashington,
State Federation of Labor assembled
of any fresh outbreak in Havana has are confronted with a serious prob- ter of Mrs. W. Burke Cochran.at riedly in the direction of Clarinda.
here today and was called to order by
the state department In lem of obtaining water and food. All whose home, the Cedars, the wedding Orders for their arrest have been
President A. L. Urick. The conven- encouraged
the belief that the measures already the crops were destroyed and tne took place. Mr I Leslie, the bride- sent to the latter place, but nothing
tion is largely atended and promtaken to show the purpose of this gov- fish upon which many depended for groom, is a son of Colonel and Mr? further has been heard. .
ises to be the most important ever
ernment to maintain order in Cuba food, were killed, resulting in the John Leslie of London and a grand
held by the federation. The annual
son of Sir John and Lady Constance
have been sufficient
pollution of the water supply to such
reports of officers and commitees'
of Ireland and of the late MEMORIAL LIBRARY DEDICATED
decided
has
been
It
that
there
an
shall
extent
Is
that
there
great danger Leslie
show that the federation has made a
Jerome of this city. Father
Ieonard
no
be
additions to the naval force now pflj pestilence. Steamers and tugs
Chicago, 111., June 11. The new
steady growth in, membersnip and in- in Cuban waters unless
Church of St.
rector
of
the
Caroll,
Isare
sort
to
of
the
unexpected
Harper Memorial Library, erected in
every
hurrying
fluence, notwithstanding the fact that
Peter of Alcantara at Port Washing- memory of Dr. William Ralney Harmake
them
from
on
towns
developments
the
necessary.
the
land
mainland
the past year has been marked by an Admiral
ton, performe the marriage ceremony. per, late president of the University
Fisk, the ranking officer at to give relief.
unusually large number o strikes and
mony.
Among tn usners were con-to- of Chicago, was dedicated today !n
will remain there for the
Key
West,
The
destruction of the wireles
other labor disturbances in Iowa.
the marriage cere-- connection with the eighty-thircon
performed
with
New
the
present
battleships
station at Kodiak and the inability
Nor vocation Of the university. The ded
Nicholas
gressman-Longworth,
Jersey and Nebraska- commuof tha Manning's wireless to
Santiago, Cuba, June 11. The Unit nicate with the naval station at Cor man de- Whitehouse, and Finley P. ication' was accompanied by interestRATES TOO HIGH
Dunne the writer,
.
ed States gunboat Nashville landed
ing ceremonies in which many noted
dova, makes it difficult to get news
11. Freight
June
Washington,
miles
at.
Mayari,
today
educators, librarians and others par-to
nearest
the
office
cable
Seward,
rates on all shipments from Oklaho- south of Nip Bay , a detachment of
RHINEHART DESCENDANTS MEET ticipated.' Dr Frank- Wl ; Gunsaulus,
and it probably will be many days bema, into Texas were held today by 65 bluejackets with a mountain gun
Dayton, Wash.,' June 11. Descend President Hary Pratt Judson of the
the interstate commerce commission for the protection of the Woodfred fore details of the disaster are avail- ants of Lewis and Elizabeth Rtne-har- t, university, and Dr. James B. Angell of
able.
to be unreasonable and unjustly dis- mines. The sailors later will be rewho settled near La Grande, the University of Michigan were the
of
Because
pecuthe
Ore., in 1859, being among the first principal speakers. At the convocacriminatory.
placed by marines.
' Ashes Obscure
liar circumstances of the case the A guide belonging to Captain
the Sun.
settlers in that section, gathered here tion exercises this afternoon the adcommission issued no definite order.
Fairbanks, Alaska, June 11. Per- today for the tenth annual reunion of dress was delivered by Franklin Mac- guerilla corps brought in to
The case was held open until October town today several ears cut from ne- sons arriving from the south
bring their family association. Members Veagh, Secretary of the Treasury.
1, that the parties to the controversy
groes' heads. He was arrested and is reports of heavy cannonading in the are in attendance from various points
and
Oregon
foot hills of the Alaskan range and in California, Idaho,
might have the' opportunity to agree to be tried by court martial.
upon a scale of rates.
it is supposed that volcanoes are in Washington.
KANSAS CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR
action. The sounds come from the'
TO PROTECT CANALS.
Hutchinson, Kansas., June 11. A
TOWN 250 YEARS OLD
vast body of enthusiastic young peo
Washington, June 11. The s:tate vicinity of Mount Hayes. Ashes are
NOMINATIONS HELD UP.
Milton, Mass., June 11. The town ple has assembled In Hutchinson for
committee on
canals to- falling here and the sun is obscured.
Mount Hayes Is 14,000 feet high and of Milton today celebrated the two the twenty-nintannual state convenWashington, June 11. The nomina- day favorably reported the house 'dll
tion of H. O. Jeffries as postmaster at to open, protect and operate the Is situated 100 miles in a direct line hundred and fiftieth anniversary of tion of the Christian Endeavor Union,
The same its founding. Business houses, fac which was opened early this morning
Nowata, Okla., was withdrawn from Panama, canal and to govern the can- southeast of Fairbanks.
the senate today by President Taft al zone. The bill retains the house direct line continued would reach tories and residences were in gala with a service of song and prayer.
coastwise ves- Mount Wrangell, which is a smoking attire and the day was observed as The convention will continue until
at the request of Senator Bradley of provision exempting
tolls
senate
and embodies volcano. The Mount Hayes district a general holiday. The program in- Thursday night. Walter D. Howell of
of
the
canal
from
sels
postoffice
Kentucky,
and a Boston and several other noted work(has been looked upon as subject to cluded historical exercises
committee, pending an investigation an amendment 3trictly regulating
volcanic eruptions. The cannonad- - long list of outdoor sports.
owned vessels.
ers are among the participants.
of Jeffries' record.
d

Ihter-oceani-

e

TO
ATTEMPTS
JAN
WKEA"KVENGOfiCE ON WIT
NESS AGAINST HIM.
RIBARICK

Washington, June 11. But with a
few hours to live Jan Ribarick, condemned to die on the gallows today,
attempted to add another to the list
of his victims by trying to strangle
his daughter when she appeared at
his cell to bid him good bye. Antonio Ribarick' was a witness against
her father at the trial and It is said
her testimony was most damaging.
for.This morning, as she stepped
ward to klsa him, he grasped her by
the throat with both hands and was
strangling her when guards beat him
unconscious with an iroii bar. Later
he was led to the gallows and hanged,
without expression of regret for his
crimes or his assault upon his daughter. Ribarick was executed for the
murder of Mr. and Mrs. Novak and
Stephen Stonvonl.
PROBING WOOD

RATES

Washington, June 11 The interstate commerce commission has ordered on its own initiative an investigation of the yellow pine and
hardwood rates on the Chicago, Rock
Island and Pacific, the Illinois Central and 25 other railroads operating
The
in the south and Bouthwest.
the
in
inquiry
ordering
commission,
says that "owing to the discontin
ance by trunk lines of allowances to
tap lines, the trunk lines are enjoying substantially larger revenues
from their lumber traffic."
,
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e
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Ormsby McHarg made the opening
forces
statement for the Roosevelt
and Judge E. C. O'Rear of Grantfort,
one of the two contestants for delegatemade the argument.
s-at-large,
seats were
Only two deJegates-at-larg- e
contested.
The eighteen contested delegates
from Kentucky held the right of way
when the committee began today's
and
work. Four ' delegates-at-large- ,
two each from the First, Second,
Fourth, Seventh, Eighth, Tenth and
Eleventh districts were concerned in
the contests which were to be heard
during tho day's session.
Roosevelt members of the committee declined to make any advance
comment upon the Kentucky cases,
which were expected to arouse as
much, if not more, debate than the
Pearl
Indiana ceses. Committeeman

-

COMMENCEMENT

AT PRINCETON.

:
Princeton, N. J., June 11. The
class of 1912," numbering more than
200 members, received their degrees
anat the ona hundred and sixty-sixt'
nual commencement of Princeton
university at 10:30 o'clock this morning. The diplomas were presented by
President Hlbben in Alexander hall.
The academic procession formed as
usual in front of Nassau hall and prohall, led by
ceeded to Alexander
President Hibben and the trustees, the
recipients o fthe higher degrees and
the graduating class following. The
program for the remainder of the day
included the election af alumni trustees, the alumni luncheon in the gymnasium, a swimming exhibition in the
Brokaw pool, and the president's

Car-riga- 's

Inter-oceani- c
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V

EVER YTHING
In Womensand Misses
Garments, Dress Goods, Silks, Wash Goods, Hilliner, Hosiery, Knit and Muslin Underwear, Ribbons, Notions, Laces, Embroideries. Veilings, Linens, Lace Curtains, Draperies, Intents Goods, Parasols, Umbrellas, Stamped Goods, Boys Clothing, Men's and Boys Hats and Caps, Trunks. Suitcases, Bags and all
Children's Shoes and Oxfords at
Ready-to-We-

ar

mm
Our entire line of Dry Goods, Womens, Misses and Children's Wear is included in this sale, with the following exceptions:

EXAMPLE
1

$5.00 Worth of flerchandise
io.oo Worth of Merchandise
15.00 Worth of flerchandise
20.00 Worth of Merchandise
25.00 Worth of Merchandise

FOR

SALE

CASfl

--

--

-

Threads

1333
16.67

--p

,N0 TELEPHONE ORDERS

POSITIVELY NO OTHER EXCEPTIONS

Las VGaasLoadina Store

J?
Established

......

23 33
26.67
40.00

50.00

SALE FOR CASH ONLY

A':

j0--

NOTHING EXCHANGED
NO TELEPHONE ORDERS

ACCEPTED

Soutk SidoPlaga

1862

forging a check for $20 two months Santa Fe, has been transferred to some of the day trains be ordered to
ago on a local hotel. He has a wile thfi national cemetery superintended stop. The commission
investigated
and tow children on a ranch near cy at Cold Harbor, Virginia, one of the matter, and instructed the Souththe largest national cemeteries In the ern Pacific to give the people of Gage
Albuquerque.
United States. He will leave here better accommodations, and the comabout August 1.
pany issued an order making Gage a
More Bodies for National Cemetery flag station for trains nine and ten,
In addition to the bodies from Fort which pass there In the day time.
f NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL
New State Smelting Company
Wingate which are being removed to
the national cemetery, here and those
The New State Smelting company
Santa Fe, N. M., June 11. Came from Fort Sumner movied last year, of Socorro has filed papers of incorOF and Fish Warden Trinidad C. de aBca 46 bodies are to be removed
from poration with the state corporation
SON OF FORMER RESIDENT
took his oath of office yesterday be Fort Duchesne, Utah, to Santa Fe. commission. Formed with the declar
LAS VEGAS GETS INTO TROUfore Siecretary of State Antonio Lu The work is to be don,e the later ed purpose of mining, milling and re
BLE IN COLORADO
cero.
part of July or August and bids for ducing ores, the company is capital
New Laws Filed With Secretary
the work will be opened at Washing" ized at $25,000 divided into 100 shares
Felix Martinez, Jr., Bon of a forUp to noon yesterday, there had ton, D. C, on June 17.
worth $25 each at par. All the stock
mer resident of New Mexico, has
Race Trouble at Clovla
has been subscribed. ' The names of
been sent to the Colorado state re- been filed with Secretary of State
Sergeant J. Wj CoLier of Estancia, the Incorporators!, jtheir postoftflce
formatory. The story of young Mao Antonio Lucero 44 new laws and 18
tinez's downfall, as published in the new resolutions and memorials to be and A. J. Street of Tucumcarl, state
Is as fol included in the 1912 statutes.
mounted police were instructed to go
Trinidad Chronicle-News- ,
to Clovis by Captain Frd Fornoff.
Transferred to Virginia
lows:
Captain C. W. Kendall, superin The renewal of the race riots was
Felix Martinez, Jr., son of one of
the wealthiest cattlemen in New tendent of the national cemetery at said to be the occasion of the detail.1
Mexico and former owner of a daily
Reports here indicate that the perFOR.
sons who some days ago attempted
neswpaper In Albuquerque, N. M.,
PRACTICAL
to run the negroes out of Clovis sucwas Saturday taken by Sheriff McDuffy's Pure Malt Whiskey ceeded In their purpose last Satur- tNFI w
Millan, of Pueblo county to the state
day night Three persons are under
reformatory at Buena Vista to serve
I'M
arrest accused of discharging firean indeterminate sentence imposed
arms.
upon him by Judge Essex of the disTreasurer's Receipts
trict court In that city last Tuesday.
For bwr practical recipes for
Green Chll
sis
The following sums of money were
Martinez was convicted of passing
ilO.OO
Fine prise.
5 !
received in the office of O. N. Matron,
Second prise,
forged checks.
3.M
Third prise,
state
treasurer:
Solomon Luna,
Felix Martinez was arrested in
Next MYea best, Sl.H each.
J
treasurer of Valencia county, taxes,
Trinidad about three months ago,
Contestant must send one
Chile wrepper with
$4,469.51 Mike Mandell, treasurer of
charged with passing, a number of
recipe. Contest closes June
Bernalillo county, taxes $5,228.66;
3tn, 111.
forged checks. The case was- later
Lee G. Pearson, treasurer of Quay
dismissed after he secured the money
county, taxjes, $5,423.13; Solomon Santo make a full settlement. Leaving
The Best Spring Tonle
chez, treasurer of Guadalupe county,
here after the trouble he is said fa
SANTA VSABEL BRAND
It it a gentle, invigorating stimulant taxes, $4,338.17; Chris Ralthel, treas
hav gone to Pueblo where he spent
PEELED GREEN
influences for good every important
that
urer
Luna
$7,745.09;
of
taxes,
county,
worthmoney freely and issued the
organ of the tody. It is especially valuThomas P. Gable, game and fish warless paper.
able at this time to rebuild the system
that has become rundown and weakened
den, game protection fund, $2.50.
The life of MaXmez is a genuine
ra httfhMt quality aotf most
Brings
by the long strain of winter.
Corporation Commission
Mr.
"Dr.
of
and
tfc
reproduction
Jekyi
d Ik: loos caqnatj chUea
sleep, makes the old feel young
maiket.
near
and
The
at
Alwaya specify HSY''
people living
Gage,
Hyde." Reared in luxury, educated
and the young strong and vigorous.
Brand. Sold by lawttof grocara
In an eastern college and son of one
Sold by druggists, grocer
everywhere.
and Grant county, sent a petition to the
dealer IN SEALED BOTTLES ONLY, New Mexico corporation commission,
Mall at one practical rtcipa
of the most prominent citizens In
If
can't
you have used to
procure it,
you
price $1.00.
that four trains passed
New Mexico he has led a dual life
explaining
tell
how
will
we
and
know
u
let
you
through "that station dally, in each diand has been implicated in a number
Royal Packing Co;
to obtain it. Write for free doctor'
SB) Clrti Avemma.
for
book
of
table
advice
and
on
rection, three in the day time and one
of criminal, offenses.
recipe
The charge
IrM AMglM, CM,
and ick room.
in the night, and only the night trains
which he was convicted In Pueblo
THE DUFFY HALT WHISKY COMPANY. ROCHESTER, ft Y
MCMTT Ml
and sent to Ihe state reformatory was
stopped for passengers and asked that
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35.00 Worth of Merchandise
40.00 Worth of Merchandise
60.00 Worth of rierchandise
75.00 Worth of flerchandise

'

of all kinds.

$20.0.

$30.00 Worth of Merchandise

Baldwin House Dresses, Corsets, Keysers, Silk Gloves and Hose, Wunderhose, Cadet Hose
Toilet Goods, Sunburst Silk, Monogram Stencils, Bedding, Butterick Patterns and Publications and

ONLY

NOTHING EXCHANGED

ACCEPTED

$3.33
6.67
ro.oo

EXAMPLE

EXCEPTIONS

addresses and the number of shares
held by each mollows:
B. F. Darby-shirEl Paso, 700 shares; M. C.
El Paso, 199 shares; Frank
Frank
Case, E. Paso, 199 shares;
Dull statutory agent, Socorro, 1 share.

e,
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PENITENTIARY

BIDS.
For supplies for the New Mexico

penitentiary, for sis months ending
November

30, 1912

Samples will be required of all articles marked with an asterisk, and
all samples must be labeled, showing
name of bidder, and name and full
description of article. Samples must
be delivered at the office of the su
perintendent not later than 9 o'clock
a. m. on June 20, 1912. All bids to
be made in accordance with conditions of blank proposals, which will
be furnished by the superintendent
on application. No bids otherwise
made will be entertained. A bond will
be required from all successful bid
ders, for the faithful fulfillment of
contracts, within 10 days of award
and a certified check of 10 per cent
of the amount of the bid will be re
quired to be furnished with the bid.
Groceries) and Meats.
2,000 pounds apples, dried.
500 pounds bacon, breakfast
50 pounds baking powder (K. C. 5
pound cans.)
8,000 pounds beans, Mexican.
2,500 pounds beans, navy.
30,000 pounds beef, fresh.
10 dozen brooms, warehouse.
35 cases corn, canned, equal "Sunburst,"
1,000 pounds corn meal, 25 pound
sacks.
3,500

pounds

coffee,

roasted,

whole.
300

OM

pounds crackers,

1

pound

pack-

ages.
65,000 pounds flour,
1,250 pounds 'ard

pound cans.

actual weight
compound,

50

1,500

pounds hominy.
cases matches (Domino
case).
750 pounds Macaroni, bulk.
9

720

to

600 pounds oleomargarine.'
150 pounds pepp,eT black, whole.

2,000 pounds pork sausage.
1,000 pounds peaches, dried.
1,500 pounds prunes, dried.
250 pounds red chill, ground.
1,500 pounds rice.
5 cases Sapollo.
14 boxes soap, Lenox.
20 boxes soap, Ivory, small size.
3,000 pounds salt table, 25 pound

The highest point of woman's bap

plnesg is reached only through, moth

erhood, in the clasping of her child
within her arms. Yet the mother-to-b- e
is often fearful of nature'! ordeal
and shrinks from the suffering inciBut for
dent to Its consummation.
sacks.
nature's ills and discomforts nature
5,000 pounds sugar, granulated.
provides remedies, and In Mother's
450 gallons syrup (2 gallon jack- Friend la to be found a medicine of
'
great value to every expectant mother.
ets.)
It is an emulsion for external
40 pounds t,ea, green.
application,
composed of ingredients
1,000 pounds tobacco, Duke's Mix- which act with beneficial and soothture.
ing effect on those portions of thai
60 cases tomatoes, Colton brand system involved.
It is intended to
or equal.
prepare the system for the criBls, and
5 cases washing powder. Star Nap- - thus relieve, in great' part, the suffering through which the mother usually;
tha.
passes. The regular use of Mother's
- 2,000
pounds welnewurst
Friend will repay any mother in the
4 cases concentrated
comfort it affords before, and the helplye.
185 pounds
yeast, Flelschmann's ful restoration to health and strength!
it brings about after baby comes.
(in equal weekly shipments.)
Mother's Friend
Hay and Grain.
Is for sale at
75,000 pounds oats.
stores.
drug
Write for our
4,000 pounds bran.
book
free
for
50,000 pounds corn.
expectant moth
Coal.
ers which contains much Tamable
4,000 tons screened lump coal.
Information, and many suggestions of
a helpful nature.
Clothing.
4 gross pants buckles.
BRADFIELO REGULATOR CO. AtluU, Gs,
30 gross shirt buttons.
40 gross suspender buttons.
envelope the following: "Bids for the
250 yards' light dr'll.
New Mexico Penitentiary" with the
250 yards heavy drill.
name of the bidder, to avoid opening
1,600 yards ticking, a. C. A.
of bids by mistake before date set
2,000 yards Canton nannel 30 in
Samples may be sent separately,
wide.
plainly marked and numbered, to the
200 yards toweling, crash.
superintendent.
2,000 yards blue denim.
All supplies must be turnlshed In
200 yards
aheeting, 54 inches such quantities and at such times as
wid,e.
the superintendent may direct
Leather, Shoe, Findings, Etc
By order of the board of peniten2,000 pounds oak tan sole
leather tiary commissioners.
600 pounds light
kip leather.
JOHN B. McMANUS,
The board of penitentiary commisSuperintendent.
sioners reserves the right to
Santa Fe, N. M., May .18, 1912.
reject
any and all bids, or parts thpreof.
In submitting bids for above
bidders should wrtte
Old papers for sale. Optic office.
plainly on
"sup-Plie-

s,
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BEAUTIFUL TRIBUTE TO
MEMORY OF J, E. HURLEY
An address of ginglar eloquence
was that delivered by Charles S.
deed at the dedication of the monuof
ment erected to the memory
the late PJames E. Hurley on last
Decoration Day. The monument is
of lasting beauty, but, to those who
heard it, the tribute of Mr. Gleed
.

-

ia equally lasting and equally beautirul For the people of New Mexico, who knew and loved James B.
reHurley, Mr. Gleed's address Is

produced here:
This stately shaft has been set to
mark the place where lies that
which was mortal of our friend of
other days, James E. Hurley, whose
name we scarcely know In any
other form than the plain "Jim"
Hurley of familiar use. Here lies at
test his restless body and we have
cqme together to think and to talk
a few moments of the rarev spirit
that animated It. We are here to
think and speak of Hurley, our
. friend.
This means that we have
not met to mourn for a death but to
rejoice for a life. We have not met
to weep for a friend gone but to rejoice for a friend we once had, and
to thank God for a life that was lived by one whom we could love and
honor and whose memory we delight
to cherish. Thus will this hour be,
as Hurley would have wished It to
be, one of joy, not of sorrow.
How shall a friend be measured?
Certainly not by his years or by his
busl- -'
; wealth or by his title or by his
or
social
political
his
ness or by
standing All these may be lnfluenhe
Is,
what
friend
a
ces in making
but they are not ithe chief factors.
Nor do we measure a friend by the
number of the money value of his
acts. We do not keep books of ac
count with our friends. We do not
charge1 against them or give credit
to them Item by Item. If we do. It
is not friendship but business. The
causes of friendship may be sought
for, but the search is most times futile except as to very general reasons. We can tell why we love and
admice a friend with respect to main
points of character even though we
cannot fully explain the friendship.
James Hurley was our friend, but we
cannot fully tell why. So let us be
content to speak only of the cardinal
points of his character.
What was he? In the parlance of
the business world he was a railroad
man one of the general managers of
He had
a great railway system.
reached this eminence in the line
of his profession by a hard climb
from the humbler branches of the
work. He began at the foot of the
ladder, but there was no foot of the
ladder for him. He always made his
Whatplace on the ladder the top.
ever task he had in hand he tried to
be master of it to stand on the top
round of that particular ladder.
His life was a strenuous one, not
in mere talk, but in work. Few soldiers have ever lived more intensely.
From his youth to his last day he
battle continually with hostile cirhour of his
cumstances. In evea-work he struck fire from the flint of
adversity. He was able (to make such
a batle because fate had given him
the strength of steel. He could live
a soldier's life and he did live it, but
'

;
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The Latest
in Stoves
Thing
for
other meal at

For a midnight supper, as
any
other time, the very latest thing in stoves
that
can dp is a

any
the best

stove-artis- ts

HewPerSction,

It Burns Oil
No Ashes

It Concentrates Heat
--No

Waste

It Is Handy

No Dirt

It is Ready
No

Delay

Oil

Cook-stov-

e

It is as quick as gas, steadier and
handier than coal, cheaper than
The New Perfection Store ia KancWmely bushed
in nickel, with cabinet top, drop shelves, towel
racks, etc. Made with 1, 2 or 3 burners.
All dealeri carry the New Perfection Stove.
k
Free
with every store. Cook Book also
given Is anyone tending 5 cent to cover mailing cost.

CONTINENTAL OIL CO.
Denver, Pueblo, Albuquerque, Cheyenne,
Boise, Salt Lake City

Butte,

....

;
.
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his toll did not rob him of the real
The careful mother, who watches
honey) of his heart With millions closely the physical peculiarities of
ot lives and millions of dollars' worth her children, will soon discover that
of property constantly in his keep- the most Important thing in connection
ing, with avalanches ot trouble and with a child's constant good health is
vexation hurling themselves upon to keep the bowels regularly open.
him day after day, he kept always Sluggish, bowels will be followed my
the cordial greeting, the listening ear, loss ot appetite, restlessness during
the winning smile, the kind word and sleep, irritability and a dozen and
the helpful act In doing this he nev- one similar evidences of physical diser forgot his duty to his employers order.
and to the public. He would not
At the first sign of such disorder
waste the substance of the property give the child a teaspoonful of Dr.
in his keeping and he would not tol- Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin at night on
erate the lazy or the careless or the retiring and repeat the dose the foldishonest. I once heard him reprove lowing night if necessary more han
a man who had with poor excuse ex will scarcely be needed. You will find
posed to great danger much property that the child will recover Its acci's-tomeand many lives. It was he most
good spirits at once and will
Impressive reproof I ever heard. It eat and sleep normally.
was not abuse. It was not a sermon.
This remedy Is a vast Improvement
It was such a picture of what might over salts, cathartics, laxative waters
have happened and such a condemna- and similar things, which are altotion ot the carelessness he had un- gether too powerful for a child. The
covered and such a manifestation of
pain on his own part as to make a ong way off and met them far
his hearers Bhlver and the guilty man more than half way.
break down. I do not irhink it physiHurley had a remarkable degree
cally possible for that man to ever of senilis of concentration. Few
again make such an error. Hurley men would have had the patience to
then and there created a careful em- concentrate on the single railway sysploye out of a careless one and se- tem which absorbed his business life
cured for himself and the company a of 30 years . IsH concentration was
most loyal supporter.
without limit. It seemed to be his
Hurley was a railway official high ambition to render his employer evIn authority. There are many such ery kind of service known to the
and I have known not a few. I have profession. He lived, first and last,
known every officer of rank similar in the service of his company, at 32
to that attained by him In all the stations scatered over ten thousand
history ot the Santa F(e system. Many miles of line. He could not bear
of them have been most remarkable to feel that he lacked ' familiarity
men the equals 'of any. But many with any branch of 'the service. The
others have passed away with little train, the track, the traffic, the teleto their credit. It Is of dally occur graph, the labor debate, the wage
rence that men of high rank in the schedule, the welfare
of employes,
business world leave the world with the care of the public, the legal and
scarcely a survivor who would pre political aspects alf were his delight.
fer to think of them alive rather than The quality of metals, the power of
If a man be nothing but a engines, the value of fuels, the qualdead.
president or nothing but a general ity ot water and oils, the Architecmanager or nothing but a superin ture of buildings, the comfort and
tendent or nothing but a million- safety of passengers, the delivery of
aire, the tired world lets "him go at freights, the characters of employes,
that and never stops to look back or the practicability of laws and the efto hope for reunion. But Hurley was
infinitely more than a high railway
official. His scope outmeasuned the
technical limits, of his profession. His
greater and better charactertistlcs
were scarcely hinted at by his business titlp. He could rule a railroad,
but could he rule his own spirit He
could and he did. This made him
a man of the higher type.
And speaking the higher type, how
shall we distinguish between a man
and the graven image 'of a man or,
if you please, a clod? One differ
ence is shown In the action ot one
and the Inaction of the other. He
who is least of a graven image, or
least of a clod, is most of a man. it
may be that a good image is better
than a bad man but no one can prove
it. The man is shown In his action.
There1 may be misdirected action, but
still it is true that action is the sign
of life and the , more it ' follows
thought the more it seems to be the
result of mental vigor the greater
the man. Unceasing action was char
acteristic of Hurley and his action
was peculiarly the- - child of thought.
Many times he may have seemed to
act without taking time to think, but
that was because he had already done
his thinking. He saw his problems

OPTIC, TUESDAY,

fect of Industrial and political changes were all, because they belonged to
his chosen task the care of the railroad-Hit
intense and absorbing interest to him. Duty commanded him and
he obeyed not like a slave but like a
lover.
The politics of railroad

life, as in
the case any great army ot men, is
as hateful as it Is unavoidable. No
man 'has & place of advantage but
some other manwants it and tries to
get it. Therje is always, therefore,
much backbiting, envy, Jealosy, susThe stronger
picion and hatred.
a man Is the less he seems to be
aware of or to take part in the ugly
acts and feelings wheh grow out of
this rivalry. Hurley paid as little
heed to such matters as any man I
ever knew. He could not avoid them
altogether, but he gave them only
such passing attention as common
politeness and necessity required. He
never seemed ejalous or envious and
I doubt' if he ever spent an hour in
anxiety lest he should not receive his
due.

hornet of Mr. E. S. Griffin. Sandy,
Utah, and Mrs. Clara Mcintosh,
Colo., are always supplied
with Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin, and
with them, as with thousands of others, there Is no substitute for this
than a laxative. It ia really more
than a laxative, for It contains superior tontc properties which help to
liv
tone and strengthen the
er and bowels so that a'ttr a brlof
use of It all laxatives can be dispensed with and nature will do its own
work.
Anyone wishing to make a trial of
this remedy before buying it In the
regular way of a druggist at 50 cenU

or one dollar a large hottle .(family
size) can have a sample bottle sent
to the home free of charge by simply
addressing Dr. W. B. Caldwell, 405
Washington St., Montioello, 111.
and address on a postal card
Tom-nam-

da
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kind of confidence is shown In the
as Napoleon,
lives of such men
Grant and Lincoln. Each took over
and conducted successfully a vast
work for which life had given no
.

adequate preparation. Great
may easily become offensive at close range, but it must alof great
ways lie at the mottom
achievement Such achievement can
be accomplished only by the leadership of men, and men can be led only
by those who show every confidence
in themselves. Hurley never faltered, never showed doubt of his own
capacity to solve by one means or
another any problem by which he
might be confronted.
Hurley was not one of those who
build reputations 'on looks and dignity. We read in, Proverbs: "Even
a fool when he holdeth his peace, is
counted wise;, and he that shutteth
his lips is esteemed a man ot understanding." This did not apply to him
because be was as outspoken as a
child. He asserted his beliefs with
great frankness and he never hesitated to make known his preferences,
his likes and his dislikes unless such
expression meant unnecessary and unkind trespass on the feelings ot others.
He was a courageous man. He did
not have the noisy courage of the
man who is brave only when he
knows the other man Is afraid. He
did not enjoy fighting a man who
could not fight back. He never contended for the sake ot contention.
If ever he ciritendeoj it was for something worth while something involving a question of far reaching
Like most men of courImportance.
age, he saw the mirthful side of lire.
No humorous aspect ever escaped his
notice.
The merry twinkle of his
eye, his ready smile and his hearty
laugh bridged many a chasm for himself and others. I was with him once
for ten days penned up in the! heart
of a vicious strike. The railway
yards were nuddled full of hungry
and suffering people while outside
were five thousand hostile men ripe
,

t

In the politics of civil life he was
a man of pronounced opinion and, as
it seemed to me, great intelligence.
I do not believe any man today in
congress has a better understanding
than he had of the recent history of
American legislation and the force
and value of new or pending laws,
particularly as they related to industrial and commercial interests. He
was a conservative in the sense of
being hostile to the fakirs of reform those men who ride into office
on reform hobbies for which they
really care nothing. eH was a conservative in the sense ihat he wouid
not risk great interests and the welfare of many on the hazard of reckless experiments, but he was a radical In the sense that he wanted nothing left undone to correct known
evils by known remedies. He wanted
improvement made with every tick
of,the watch. Such conservatism and
such radicalism are sadly needed in
the country we love best.
Our friend was not Ignorant of his
own strength. He was not a
-

man.

He

felt equal to any responsibility that
might be put on him. He would not
have hesitated a moment, from any
fear of failure, to take the presidency of the greatest railway company
or the greatest university or the
greatest republic. He would not
have claimed to be able to be at
once1 an Ideal railroad president or
college president or national president, but he would have had no doubt
of his ability to gather about him the
necessary talent and to achieve success In due time. In other words,
he had sublime faith in the ability
of any intelligent man able and willing to work hard to accomplish any
task which he might undertake. This

,
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MRS. STEVENS
RECOVERS
After Years of Suffering.
Tells How Her Health
Was Regained.
Waurika, Okla. "I had female troubles for seven years, was all run down,
and so nervous I
could not do anything. The doctors
treated me for different things but did
me no good. I got
so bad that I could
not sleep day or
night. While in this
condition I read of
Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound, and began
its use and wrote to you for special
advice. In a short time I had regained
my health and am now strong and well. "
Mrs. Sallie Stevens, R.F.D., No. 2,
Comanche, Okla.

ffir

1

Another Woman Recovers.

Newton, N.H. " For five years I suffered from female weakness and dragging down pains. Lydia E. Pinkham s
Vegetable Compound has restored my
Mrs.
health and the pains are gone."
F. A. Peaslee, R. F. D., Box 88.
Because your case is a difficult one,
doctors having done you no good, do not
continue to suffer without giving Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound a
trial. It surely has remedied many cases
of female ills, such as inflammation, ulceration, displacements, tumors, irregularities, periodic pains, backache, and it
may be exactly what you need.

If you want special advice write to
Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co. (confidential) Lynn, Mass. Tour letter will
be opened, read and answered by a
woman and held in strictconfldence

for any violence.
Every moment
was one of danger and anxiety. Hurley, then division
superintendent,
having only a halt dozen helpers, did
every form of work that needed 1q
bo done, met every danger without a
flinch and never for one Instant gave
And
sign of fear pr uncertainty
through it all he caught every humorous situation and met every long
face with some happy offering calculated to shorten it. The habitual
good cheer in his speech and manner has often reminded me of the
lines in Emerson: "But that which
takes, my fancy most in the heroic
class is the good humor and hilarity
they exhibit. It Is a height to which
common duty can very well attain
to suffer and to dare with solemnity.
But these rare brave souls set opinion, success and life at so cheap a
rate that they will not soothe their
enemies by petitions, or the show of
sorrow
Sport is the bloom
and glow of a perfect helath. The
great will not condescend to take anythough it were
thing seriously.
the building of cities or the eradication of old and foolish churches and
nations which have cumbered
the
earth long thousands of years." Hurley's last line to me from Europe
made light of his illness and gave me
good cheer.
Hurley had sympathy for his fellows for all who needed It He had
the ability to put himself in the other man's place and it was his habit
to do so. One day he said to me:
"Who runs the railroad? Not the
high up officials, but the minor officials and the untitled men. I did
more good as division superintendent than I have ever done since."
Another day I heard him argue for
good buildings: "If the men are not
well housed in shops and stations
they will not do first claBS work. 1
know they can't for I have tried it."
Again I heard him say: "That ragged tramp may love his wife and
children and friends as well as any
of us. Perhaps that very fact led
to his being a tramp." Again: "God
knows how hard it is to work hard.
I pity the man who has to do it
against his will. But I pity more the
man who can't do It if he has to." His
sympathy for men made him reluctant
to reprimand or dismiss, careful in
trying to do exact Justice to all un
der his authority and patient in his
efforts to find out every man'a line
of greatest ability. He said to me
once: "I hardly ever find a man who
is not first class in some respect, if
he 'is hitched up right he r.ill pull a
big load." At another time he said:
"It is useless to tell me that, all the
men who deseife promotion get it or
get as much of It as they deserve.
know better. Thousands of able men
never get the recognition they deserve." This sympathetic side made

...

CORN ON A DRY FARM

The Cameo
Rings
Muriel sat in the twilight, with a
small box In ber hand, unmindful of
the shadows which were beginning to
steal into the room. If one could have
peeped Inside the box one would have
seen a cameo ring of a peculiar style.
She was thinking of the one who had
given It to her eleven years ago.
Just then a light tap at her door
aroused ber from her reverie, and she
sprang to her feet The box fell from
ber band and rolled under the table.
"Oh, it's you. Miss Fuller!' she exclaimed, opening the door.
"Yes, it's I," laughed a young voice,

and a girl of about 20 came Into tb
room. "And why are you sitting in
the darkr
"I didn't realize it was so late,'' explained Muriel, as she turned on the
light She stooped to pick up ths
box, but it bad opened and the ring
had fallen out
"That's a peculiar ring," she said,
"and a beautiful one."
Muriel's face crimsoned.
Tes, It
has a strange setting," she replied.
"I've had it a long time. A very deal
friend gave it to me."
"Would you mind telling me about
ft?" said the girl, softly, and sh
slipped ber arms about the other!

neck.
Lois Fuller was a niece of Murlel'i
landlady, and during the last year had
frequently visited her aunt Muriel
had seen quite a lot of the girl, foi
nearly every evening during her stay
the had come up to Muriel's room
Lois was expectant, and at last the
other broke the silence. "I've nevei
told any one before," she said, "but
perhaps it may do me good to confldi
In you.
I was very young when 1
Brst met Philip Browning."
Here Lois gave a little start, but
Muriel did not notice it. "He was ai

artist and came to our village th
summer I was 17. He was a constant
visitor at our home during his stay li
town, and as he was far superior tc
my young man I had ever seen, it war
not long before I grew to admire him
"Before be returned to the city ii
the autumn be told me that be loved
me. There was no happier girl it
the world than I when he put thti
ring on my finger. He said that 1
was an heirloom and showed me an
Jther ring which was exactly like it
nly a little smaller.
"This be wore on bis watch chain
His parents bad died when be was I
child, and the rings bad teen left foi
him. This one was his mother's be
trothal ring, and his father used t(
wear the other ring, as he himself wai
lolng, on bis watcluojialn. "The days after this were verj
brlgh until Philip waja obliged to re
turn hftme. At first I was lonely, but
f tried to comfort myself with th
thought that we would not be sep
irated very long, for the followlnj
Tune we were to be married. I gren
juite happy again as I made mj
plans for our new home, but in a few
weeks my happiness turned into sor
row.
My father was suddenly taker
11 with
pneumonia and in less than a
fortnight I was left alone. This wai
i severe blow to me, for I loved mj
lather very dearly. Now I only had

Keystone of Success Is Con
servation of RamfalL
Enough of Crop Should Be Grown
Supply Work Horses wim noug-fIn Winter and Supplement Summer Pastures.
t

to
9

In all the dry fanning areas ths conservation ot the rainfall in the
loll where It becomes available to
crops U ths keystone of
agricultural operations, says
the Northwestern Agriculturist
This U generally done .by the
of tho soil during ths entire
rrowing season. If no crop is
on the land this operation Is
lalled summer fallow or summer cuV
aire. Over most of the dry farming
irea nearly if not as good grain
suo-lessf-

pro-luc- ed

srops can be grown following a cut
ivated crop as on summer fallowed

and.

When the bare fallow system U
ised a whole year elapses without
iny returns either on the investment
r for the labor performed. If a cultivated crop can be grown with as
lood crops following it should more
ihan pay Its expense, which will con-ilof the cost of seed, planting and
the cultivation would
Harvesting;
tutve to be done anyway, so this
should not be counted against the
sost of production of a crop of corn.
this crop
Corn is
Brst because it produces an abundance
of cheap feed second it
shades the soil during the excessiveand August,
ly hot days of July
thereby preventing loss of soil fertility, and third a cornfield has a
cooling rather than a heating Influence on the winds that blow across
st

It

On most farms In the dry farming
area enough live stock should be
kept to pay most of the running expenses of the farm.
Hay and pas-

turage are very short in such areas
and consequently too dear for cheap
live stock production. Enough corn
should be grown to supply, first, the
work horses with roughage during
the winter, if not the working season; second, to supplement the pastures of the summer and fall as a
soiling crop or in the form of ensilage and to form the bulk of their
winter ration; third, to supply the
sheep and bogs a cheap fattening
food for finishing them oft in the
tall.
The first essential to corn culture on
the dry, farms is live stock, for
without such there is no way ot
utilizing the corn crop, but if live
stock are kept feed must be had;
the corn crop can be converted into,
beet, pork, mutton, wool, butter and
eggs, commodities that can always
be converted into cash or its equivv

lent

'

The second essential to corn culture Is a conviction that it will "pay
to grow live stock on the corn crop
produced and a determination to
grow corn as their chief feed in spite

adverse

of

circumstances. In order

to be successful in growing corn on
his
love him.
Beyond
a dry farm the selection of the
doubt the men under his direction
proper variety is essential. In westworked better for the railroad because
ern North Dakota and eastern Monthey were working for Hurley.
tana, Squaw, Gehu, Mercer, King
It is not for me here and now to
Phillip and Triumph will probably
prove the best flint varieties, while
either teach or preach. I can only
Golden Dent and Northwestern Dent
describe.
I have described James
will probably prove
the best dent
Phillip left
Hurley as best I can In few words.
to that time he had written m varieties. It should always germinate
"Up
I leave to the teachers and
th,e long, lovlnsj letters, and it was a cruel strong and 95 per cent or better.
The time to seed is from the 10th
preachers the task of saying in what ihock to me the month following mj
respect, if any, he did or did not father's death to pick up a paper and to the 15th ot May in a well prepared seed bed which has been maconform to their ideals of piety and reed of his marriage."
When Muriel had finished, Lois wai nured and plowed the fall before and
propriety. All I need assert is that
very thoughtful. "Are you which has been harrowed at interhe loved his fellow men (which en- looking
sure that there wasn't some mis vals from the time the soil had
titles his name to "lead all the rest") cake?" she said.
thawed out. In the spring until the
that he worked with and for them
Thorough cultiva"Oh, no," answered Muriel, "theri time of seeding.
like a brother, and that he died in wasn't any mistake. I only hope h tion is very important, as it warms
the thick of the battle Btriving with Is happy without doubt he is the soil, decreases evaporation ot
he probably never gives a thought Boil water, and forces the corn ahead
all great strength on the side of those and
On the dry farms the
to the girl he used to know so long very rapidly.
Influences which make this world ago."
corn should be cultivated after every
brighter and better.
Lois murmured a few words of sym- rain as soon as possible in order to
"And he who flagg'd not in the pathy and then, after a little while, bottle all water possible in the soil.
As soon as the corn is cut the land
Bhe left Muriel alone.
earthly strife,
One evening, about two weeks aften should be disked lightly but it should
From strength to strength advanShould any heavy
ward, a feeling which Muriel could not not be plowed.
cingonly he,
soaking rains come after this in ths
to
define
her
look
at
compelled
again
His soul well-kni- t,
and all his the cameo ring. After a little while fall the land should again be harbattles won,
she slipped it on her finger. At this rowed. In the spring wheat should
Mounts . . . ' to eternal life."
Juncture Lois came up to her room, be sown as early as possible but
her eyes sparkling and her cheeks very rarely should the corn land be
plowed before seeding wheat
Bushed with excitement
MICHIGAN BANKERS MEET.
"Auntie has gone out," ' she said,
Kalamazoo, Mich., June 11. RepDry Farm Methods.
resentative finanlciers and business "and I have a caller downstairs a
cannot pay too close attenFarmers
mine.
of
want
cousin
meet
to
I
you
men from every section of the state
tion to the
methods that
him. You'll come down, won't yon?"
were on hand here today for the openAs they entered the living room, are being drilled at them. The lack
ing of the twenty-sixtannual con- made bright and cozy by a glowing of snow the past season makes it
vention of the state bankers' as- open fire, Muriel started as a tall, more than likely that all the moisture
sociation.
The sessions will last familiar figure stepped toward them. in the soil will be needed to produce
Philip Browning! Could it be pos- a crop in many sections.in With ths
three days. The large attendance and
this provexposition
sible?
Yes, It was he and no other
an attractive program of business
ince this year is an added Incentive
who took her trembling hands in his.
and entertainment combine to give
methods.
If took her only a few minutes to to the use of
promise of one of the most successful find out that there had been a mistake
Two Important Points.
meetings ever held by the associa- after all. It was Philip's brother who
had married, and it was through an
tion.
Thorough cultivation and deep cultierror of the paper that Philip's name vation are two points to follow in dry
The deeper the cultivation
was used.
farming.
MASONS MEET AT DEADWOOD.
He told her how pained he was the more moisture the soil will hold.
Deadwood, S. D., June 11. A week
When the soil is plowed deep and gets
when he received the letter unopened,
of interest in Masonlo circles was
and how he had written after ' that full ot moisture the frequent and thorushered in here today with the open- several times, only to have every let- ough cultivation of the surface keeps
ing of the annual session of the Ma- ter returned to him in the same way. the moisture from escaping into ths
sonic grand lodge of South Dakota At last he had been forced to believe air as fast as it otherwise would.
Simultaneous with the meeting of the that she cared for him no longer. It
was then that he had gone abroad,
Cars of Calves.
grand lodge the grand chapter of the
and he had returned home only two
The calves should have clean pent
Order of the Eastern Star, the wom- months
ago.
Ii
and plenty of outdoor exercise.
an's auxiliary, began its annual ses"I owe my good fortune in finding they can have the run of the farm
sion. Later In the week the grand you to Lois," he said, and he looked they will do welL See that they get
chapter of the Royal Arch Masons around gratefully, but his cousin had plenty of water. Because a calf la
will meet The gathering has attract- Blipped from the room.
drinking milk is no valid reason for
Among the Browning's possessions thinking that be does not need fresh
ed hundreds of visitors from all parts
there is nothing they prize more than water.
of the state. Elaborate entertainment
the cameo rings.
has been provided by the local lodges.
'
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of erabetilement of public fund of
Mexico against Gonialo Enrlle, lately
financial agent of the Mexican revolution. The oomplaint was filed In

HIS TROUBLE
NOT OF HEART

JUNE

TUESDAY,

FRUIT ON A DRY FARM

TODAY'S MARKETS

United States court and precludes
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
any possibility of Enrlle Immediately
To F. R.
New York, June 11. Extensive sellIn
Real
Facts
Regard
(Incorporated
The charge
gaining his liberty.)
Relief
ing
largely representing liquidations,
Illness.
Huffman's
Is
Enrile
extraditable.
against
was witnessed In the early session of
M. M. PADGETT
.....EDITOR
By Curing His
today's stock market DisappointStomach Ailments.
ment
at the inaction of the United
ANOTHER PITCHER GETS
WaynesvMe.N.C. Mr. F.R. Huffman, States supreme court in certain cases
this city, says : " I suffered dreadfully long pending and the congressional
Entered at the postoffice at Eart BUMPED IN FAST GAME ol
with
what I thought was heart trouble, "money trust" Investigation were reaItm Vegas, New Mexico, for transuiis-Bksons popularly assigned for the moveand tried various medicines in vain.
through the United State malls
ment. Lehigh Valley and Heading deThedAfter other remedies had failed,
to second class matter.
IT WAS OF THE WATER VARIE
3 and 4 points respectively,
clined
restored me to
fordi
WAS
TY, HOWEVER, - AND
and there weer losses of 1 to over 2
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
THROWN AT MAN'S HEAD
health. 1 would not feel safe without
points elsewhere In the active list.
Carrier:
By

13, 1912.

Jefferson RaynoU Prssident

t

a Reynolds Vice President
Stephen a Devi. Vice President

Method Given to Make It Abso-

.

"''7

.

Cashie'

lutely Drouth Proof.

Cb-taln-

Black-Draug-

ht

Bsfort Planting Single Tree Tws
Ytars Moisture Is Secured by
Plowing Ysar Ahsad and Kp- ing Ground Cultlvatid.
R. PAitSONS.)
ago 1 published k
statement that trees and crops could
be raised anywhere on suitable sou
between the Rocky mountains and Mis(By

Copy

Black-Draug-

.'

f

.OS

A

OF LAS VEGAS, N.

Twenty years

souri river, without Irrigation. Everyin the house. I considei Bonds we're easy,
body laughed, some went as far as to
short but fast bout which was it worth its weight in gold.
Move' say that such
The market closed heavy.
exaggerated statements
.15
Week
brought, to a sudden conclusion by
It cured my indigestion, and by this than half the early losses in many of only hurt the stats, a few took the
.65 the
. ..
Month
appearance; of Night Offloer P. J. means 1 was restored to health. I can the active issues were recovered in hint, others besides myself bad ar7.60
'..
Year
Murphy occurred t last night in the not express my gratitude for its benefits." the final hour. This was partly due rived at this truth, and there are now
shade trees and family orchards all
colored rooming house on the second
Dally by Mall
Good health depends on the condition to covering on short contracts, but over
the state, tew and far between
$6.00 floor of the building on the west side
One Tear
and
Poor
of your digestion.
digestion
the movement lost none of Its hesita- it is true, but quite enough for proof
8.00 of
Six Montta
two
Fountain Square,
"smokes' good health do not go together.
and now after twenty years every
tion.
named Mr.' and Mrs. Joseph Goodman
Black-Draug- ht
85
word of thls"statement' is accepted as
will Amalgamated copper
Thedford's
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
...
The bout was thoroughly cleanse and set in order youi American beet sugar
being the principals..
13114 fact..
GROWER
not being puljed off according to digestive system.
SXnt' t make another statement,
16
Atchison
One Tear
...J 2.00 Marquis of Queeosberry rules, which It has done this for others, during the
which even the Colorado' writers and
133
Great Northern
l.OO
are afraid of, and which
tlx Month
professors
was probably, the reason for the in
118
past 70 years, and is today the most New York Central
the eastern papers altogether decline
of the police. In fact, the popular vegetable liver remedy on the Northern Pacific
terference
HV4
to print or believe, yet which Is capa(Cash in Advance for Mail Subscrip- exhibition
166
might better be called a market. Try it.
ble of proof and wiU be generally acReading
tions) ;
Insist on Thedford's. Price 25c
109
to the
cepted in another twenty years, and
Southern Pacific
Remit by draft, check or money pitched battle, as, according
went the rounds this
that Is that any man can plant a dry
1687
which
story
Pacific
Union
not
we
will
wider.
If sent otherwise
orchard
e8
water
a
according to' the following
was
morning,
huge
pitcher
U. S. Steel
Ve responsible for lose.
and
method
make it absolutely drouth
him
had
assured
latter
the
where
as
the weapon instead of five
H0
. used
U. S. Steel, pfd.
Specimen copies free on applica-lon- ounce
proof.
brother-in-lagloves called for in the regu- that Hannerstrome. was a
This knowledge will do you more
of Clarence S. Darrow.
lations governing official bouts.
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.
now than twenty years hence and
good
testified
Diekelman previously had
Chicago, June 11. Wheat prices I submit It not for the enlightenment
tLli PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT The war correspondent of The Op- that he had been clerk of a Los An
tic was unable "to get the straight
rushed upward today as a result or of Mr. W. C. Curtis, Mr. Wallace and
THE EXPIRATION OP TIME
of the blow
at
time
the
hotel
geles
of
or
the
cause
the
of
the
dope
fight
the bullish nature of the government others who affect to see little or no
PAID FOR.
breaking of the peace and the pitch ing up of the Times building; that crop reports. Opening features were good In dry farming, but for the benefit of the few who can grasp a truth
"J. W. Bryce," afterwards identified
Vk to 22Vfcc higher. September in advance of the popular belief and
the er, as Murphy, the only man who as
Advertisers are 'guaranteed
at
B.
had
J.
McNamara,
registered
knows the'trutti of the mater was ouf
started at $1.06 to $1.07, a gain of turn it to their own advantage.
largest dally and weekly circulation
the hotel Diekelman said he had
to
and reacted to
of any newspaper In Northwestern late last night and had not arises gone to
Before planting a single tree we go
Albuquerque, N. M., whsre
from
couch
his
pawhen
the
downy
to work and secure two years moisNew Mexico.
$1.06H.
per went to press. However, Good- Hannerstrome had first approached
The close was weak with July at ture for that tree by plowing a year
"
TELEPHONES
man evidently, was not all that his him, telling him he would be a valuahead of time, keeping the ground cula net decline of a shade.
able witness for the defense." Han- $1.03,
Main 2 name
BUSINESS OFFICE
Implies and his better half
rose a trifle with wheat but tivated and digging the holes in the
Corn
the witness said, had
Main 9 started In io. "learn him
NEWS DEPARTMENT
no enthusiasm fall to catch snow and moisture all
right." An nerstrome,
Chi- the crowd displayed
winter. Now is the time to get to
to
to
wiA
him
go
money
raexchange of words followed by a
and seemed Inclined to avoid the buy work. Plow the ground as deep' as
Hanner
said
that
Diekelman
1912.
cago.
JUNE
11,
TUESDAY,
a sliaae io
pid fire of flat Irons was the probyou can and arrange your lands so as
to hira ing side. July opened touched 73
able procedure, which ended in the strome, who had been known
to bring your dead furrows where the
at
Ytc
up
73c.to
In
Mr.
him
to
came
"Mr.
as
Higsins"
row of trees is to be; by doing this
"missis" hauling out the Ice pitcher
o and rallied to 74c.
to cool off the enraged husband. Joe Harrow's office in that city.
of oats, turned out to be the surface is dished toward the tree
CATHOLICS PLAN TO
Offerings
and If there is any run oft It drains
"He told me that he wanted to set
in view of the govto
evidently resented, the atempts
towards their roots. These dead furme right about himself; that his name loss than expected
to
c
a run for the
ernment report. July started
rows are also of great advantage as
BUILD A NEW CHURCH squelch him and made
was not Higgins but Hannerstrome,
advance at 51c to snow catchers.
window,
a off to
jumping from the second and that he was a brother-in-laof
floor to the ground, 16 feet below.
held
and
fairly well within
Now a piece of land prepared in
Clarence Darrow," the witness con- 51c
this manner will accumulate during
those limits.
OF THE CONGREGATION However, the pitcher was close be- tinued.
hind him In his flight, whizzing past
Provisions eased down a bit owing an ordinary season from three to four
i
WILL GIVE BAZAAR IN FALL
"He introduced me to Ed Nockels
feet of moist earth from the surface
at
his
head
his
feet
and
to
I
landing
unloading on the part of larger
RAISE
FUNDS.
JO
and told me that Nockels Would have
saies down, and in the holes after a wet
initial
houses.
with a sickening thud.
commission
winter even five or six feet
of me while I was In Chicago.
from last night's level to 5
At this stgae of the game Officer charge asked me about
In the early fall the women of the
Now to dry all this moisture out in
Nockels
my identifi- ranged
cultivated area without cropping
Immaculate Conception
parish will Murphy put In his appearance and cation of Bryce as McNamara and if cents below with September delivery
to
to $19.20-fopork,; $11.20
would take two years or more without
begin a campaign for funds with activities ceased, except for the arrest there was not a chance that I might $19.15
a drop of rain, so that when a young
for lard ond $10.20 for ribs.
$11.22
JCStSSawhlch. to enlarge the present church of the two combatants. Goodman is have been mistaken. ,
at 73
tree is planted two or three) feet deep
weak
were
barber
of
the
Closins
prices
porter
(jjump
shop.
This
new
building.
jediia or erect a
"Afterward Ilannera'i'ome took me
In all this moisture It is as'l contend
net.
loss
a
a
for
coioreagenr. to the office of
July,
peaceme
decision was reached at a meeting seemmgiy
Dunne, who
absolutely drouth proof, for In the
$1.05.
Sept.,
Wheat July $1.0S;
held last night at the home of the and his friends were surprised that assured me that Hannerstrome was
past thirty years the longest drouth
rv.m.Tniv 7254c: Sent..
has been only a few months' duration,
He
pastor, Rev. Father A. Habeyrolle. he should come, to words and blows Clarence Darrow's brother-in-la40
Sept.
'
drying out no more than the top six
OatsJuly
'Arrangements 'were made for a ba--' with his frau.
said he was going back to Los An
or eight Inches, which is of ho value
o.
The hearing of the couple has been
him
eaar to be held during the autumn
to
me
give
and
wanted
geles
whatever to the tree anyway.
July
Lard,
$18.85.
R.
Pork
D.
July
to
Murray.
Judge
were
postponed
by
chosen
back
to
Officers
season.
take
some sort of a statement
Then we go to work and impound
Ribs,
$10.5253.
to
July
released
$10.97.
subject
conduct this of fair as follows: Mrs. They have been
to Mr. Darrow."
every year ten times as much moiscourt.
of
the
call
the
C.
Mrs.
J.
H. J. Ryan, president;
Diekelman was the most Important
ture as the tree needs, as follows:
CHICAGO LIVE STOCK.
'
Baker, secretary; Mrs. S. Ev Clement,
A young apple tree just planted
witness yet placed on the stand by
Re
11.
Cattle
June
treasurer
The executive committee
uses up a lew nunared pounds or
the prosecution for the purpose of Chicago,
beeves
2.000:
HE
market
strong;
HIRED
WAS
AS
opints
moisture every year, but we give
consists of these officers and the fol- SAYS
showing that members of the McNa
Texas steers $6.408.15; these trees an area of 40 feet square,
mara defense had sought to corrupt $6.009.40;
lowing women: Mrs. Emlle Rudulp'i,
stockers plums and cherries, 20, small fruits
Mrs. C. M. Bernhard, Mrs. L.. E. WITNESS FOR DEFENSE witnesses as well as jurors. Diekel- western steers $6.40S.15;
cows and 10. Now if you figure out the pre
atirt
feeders
$4.306.90;
P.
Mrs.
Trainor, Mrs. Vincent Truder,
man testified at length concerning
calves $5.509.00, cipitation on an area of 60 feet square.
J. E'menaker, Mrs. William Reed,
efforts made by agents of the McNa- helfera $2.808.10;
market 1,600 square feet, you will find that It
16.000;
ReceiDts
Woes
De
to
Andrew
de
Mrs. James O'Byrne, Mrs.
A. DIEKELMAN TELLS OF HIS mara defense to persuade him
amounts to about 60 tons per annum.
Now an apple tree from 16 to 20 years
CONNECTION WITH DYNA-- ,
fine, Mrs. D. W. Condon, Mrs. John A.
sert the prosecution and of numerous slow, shade higher; lights $7.27.b&;
mixed
heavy $7.2
of age will use up only from 30 to 40
$7.307.70;
MITINQ CASES.
Papen, Mrs. W.' R. Tipton and Mrs.
offers of financial betterment made
tons per annum, and can live, If
7.72; rough $7.257.45; pigs $5,
jose Baca. The rapid growth of the
to gain his consent
necessary, on half of that, so that it is
of
sales
$7.557.65.
bulk
7.10;
a
Los Angeles, Calif., June 11. Ed
One of the offers, Diekelman said,
parish has made a new church prac
easy to understand that while the tree
market
18.000;
Sheen Receipts
tical necessity. At nearly every ser Nockles, secretary of the Central La was that of the management of any
Is growing up the orchard is gaining
native
10c
$5.!&3)
to
lower;
to
stand.
Hansteady
vice many people are obliged
an enormous amount of moisture for
bor Council of Chicago,' and said to one of a string of cafes, which
With the assistance of the people' of have been, the personal representa nerstrome told him were owned by 5.25: western. $3.605.25; yearlings future use and even when the tree Is
$4.757.00; lambs, native $4.&u)8.iu; full grown. you will have several tons
fela church Father Rabeyrolle expects tive of Samuel Gompers In connection the American Federation of
to the good each year, which you hold
western 4.75 8.30.
by
was
to he able to erect a new church or with the MoNamara case, was desig
interrupted
story
and
by cultivation in your subsoil,
the
to
fi.iihfit.aTit.lal
recess.
addition
imiiH a
nated as the. man who had "chargi
the adjournment for the noon
even if your trees should need more
STOCK.
LIVE
CITY
KANSAS
edifice.
been
had
of him in Chicago' after he
present
moisture yet when
get, say 30
Kansas City, June 11. Cattle Re or 40 years old, theythey
can be thinned
won over to the McNamara defense,
south
HIT.
1,200
.
COMMERCE COURT
out to 80 feet apart, which would give
ceipts 7,000, including
according to the testimony today of
senate ems: market steady. Native steers each tree about 240 tons per annum,
WAR AND POLITICS
Washington, June 11. The
F. A. Diekelman In the trial of Clar
so that there is no need whatever to
voted to abolish $6.259.25; southern steers $4.75
ence S, Darrow, for alleged Jury brib late today, 36 to 23,
You
make the
take
to
any chances.
$3.50
heifers
and
cows
court
refusing
southern
by
8.25;
the commerce
in
as
the
MIXED TOGETHER ery.
orchard
moisture
question
$3.25
Judicial
heifers
court In the
5.50; native cows and
exact a science as building a bridge or
Diekelman also testified that Iiert provide tor the
had (a 8.25; stockers and feeders $4.00
house
The
bill.
a battleship. In fact, if I knew a man
Hannerstrome, who gave him money appropriation
court and 6.90: bulls $4.006.50; calves $4.50
would follow these Instructions ImROOSEVELT witti which to go to Chicago, had struck out provision for the
SUPPORTERS OF
down an amendment 8.50; western steers $6.008.85; west plicitly, I would pay him a thousand
voted
senate
the
MEXof
former
IN
office
him
THE
to
the
SOLACE
taken
FIND
dollars for every tree lost by drouth.
ern cows $3.506.50.
restore it
ICAN REVOLUTION
Mayor Edward F, Dunne of that city to
market
We keep every weed out of the or18.000;
iTJrwelnts
trrw
chard and cultivate from ten to twelve
sales
$7.407.65;
of
Bulk
steady.
i El Paso, Texas, June H. Petitions
7 F,r,ira7.fi7V&:
nackers and times during the season with a homemade cultivator about ten feet wide,
were being circulated by Rowevelt
lights $7.20
butchers $7.407.65;
which cultivates about twenty acres
supporters here today among Aiaerf
'
7.55; pigs $5.75 6.75.
a day.
aean refugees from Mexico criticising
Round Trip' Excursion Rales
.r 8,009 ;' ;,.' market
Sheep Receipts,
Every year from the start the sur
the administration of President Taft
Vtuttons $3.iT54.75;v lambs plus moisture sinks deeper and deepsteady.
Mexicar.
to
its
as lax with regard
.00 H9M
range wethers and year er Into the subsoil.
policy. These petitions, wnlch are re
I have followed It down toot by foot.
lings $4.006.0O; range ewes $3.00
ported also to be in circulauoi
year by year, until now It reaches a
Texas goats $3.003.35.
4.40;
San Antonio, Texas, Los Angeles,
depth of nearly twenty feet The apCalifornia, and 'other points near the
ple trees that are forty feet apart
NEW YORK COTTON.
stand in a cube of moist earth 40 feet
International border are to be pres
';-:.vsS- "
New York, June 11. Cotton Spot square by twenty feet deep, contain
ented, it Is understood, at the nation
middclosed quiet and unchanged;
ing between 200 and 300 tons of waal republican convention in Chicago.
San Francisco and return direct
ling uplands 11.75; middling gulf ter; we make our estimates by taking
samples all through the aforesaid
No sales.
12.00.
. Confer-WitTaft
cube, weighing them, then drying
&
other
Seattle Tacoma
points
out thoroughly, then weighing
them
Washington, June 11. Henry Lane
NEW YORK MONEY.
again. This gives us the exact amount
Wilson, ambassador from the Uni
money
11.
Call
June
New York,
of moisture in each sample and by
ted States to Mexico, talked for
silver running an average, we get an
Tickets' for sale begining Apr. 27th, on special dates throughe
prime paper
President
with
few minutes today
estimate of what eacn cube
overs allowed in either direcMexican dollars 48; copper
months.
Summer
the
Stop
out
meet61;
4.20
Tatt before the regular cabinet
contains.
16.7517.00; tin 47.23; lead
tion. For further information. Call on or. write.
By comparing with other cubes on
ing began. Later he had a confer4.30.
which no trees are set, we are able to
ence with the secretary of state, Mr.
tell almost exactly what each tree is
Knox.
St. Louis, June 11. Wool steady; using up, and by comparing with the
D.L. BATCHELOR, Agent.
16
precipitation can compute the loss by
territory and western mediums
Charges Against Enrlle
fine 10 run off or evaporation.
mediums
1517;
fine
18;;
E4 Paso, Texas, June 11. Mexican
15."
Consul Llorente today filed a charge
Dally, by

Par
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Dm
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FIRST NATIONAL BANK

Capital,

ht

$100,000

M

Surplus, and Ukdivxdbd Pkofits $35,000

'

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Ac
commodation Within the Scope ol Good Banking,

.

interest Paid on Time Deposits

D VJOOD
nn
goal NUT

WRITE

LUMP
WHOLESALt AND RETAIL

'

llglc

22c

FULLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR DOOR

$1,050

sun-plie- d

X--

'I

OVERLAND MODEL 59 T

f

WSCS"1"--

show yoih

Prune Main

344.'SS

TO FOOT FOR EVFRYONE

RETAILERS OF

BOYS'
Scout Shoes, Adamant Suits, Cadet Blouse Waists, Iron Clad
Hose, Hats and Caps
1

WOMEN'S
.Palmer.Suits, Lord and Taylor's Hose, King! Waists. Ziegler
Brothers and Kippendorf Dittman Shoes and Oxfords

MEN'S
Manhattan Shirts, Florsheim and Stetson
Shoes, Stein Bloch
Suits, Superior Underwear, Stetson Hats

$60.00

l

7

1

in other territories districts.
Trading in nearby fleeces is dull,
awaiting the arrival of the new clip.
In Ohio 25 cents is being paid for
medium wools and the same price
holds in Michigan. There is no business in Texas or California wools
but pulled wool is quite active.

OUTFITTERS EROfl HEAD

$5000

"TI

Fowler Preps

WELL WORTH THE PRICE

$45.60

34;

&

QOODjS OF QUALITY

California & Northwest

23;

Machine jCo.
Whalen,

HEAVY WOOU PURCHASES.
Boston, June 11. The movement of
the new clip to the eastern bins has
set in, with .buyers in the west and
heavy purchases reported from all
sections. In Montana it Is reported
that 20 cents Is being paid for the
best wool, with slightly lower prices

-

.

'

I

Las Vegas Automobile

oc 72c.

50c;

or call and we will have ourdetnonstrator

Telephone

appro-proximat-
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PERSONALS

Prescrlplloplst

For sign painting see Hermann,
429 Grand, Fountain square.
L. J Hand came In, last night from
his ranch near Watrous on business.
Local view post cards at Schaefers.
35 subjects. Always something new.
' A. W, Fltz. a Santa Fe official of
Albuquerque, was in Las Vegas today
on business.
Judge H. L. Waldo, solicitor for the
Santa Fe road, left this afternoon for
a short trip to Kansas City.
L. J. Chapman ot Trinidad came
In last night from Colorado and was
in Las Vegas today on business.
M.. S. Rosembat, representing M.
Born and Company, clothiers, of Chicago, was in Las Vegas today visiting the trade.

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
nd why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility Is never
lost sight of for
moment
rn prescription filling. Every
prescription leaving our
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. Tou may feel safe
and sure If we fill your
prescription.

WINTERS DRUG CO,

Snyj4ealtasurance man of
Pueblo, who formerly made his headquarters In Las Vegas, was a visita
In tjm Vegas today.
Mm. HenryHerz' arrived last night
ffBmTKew TOTifCIty for an' extended visit here with her daughter, Mrs.
George E. Morrison.
J. P. Van Eouten, a prominent
.

Phoue Main

:

DARGAIflS

DARGfllflS
Here is one more of our
usual and attractive
barg-ains-

.

in

We were fortunate

se-

curing a new and
lot of lingerie dresses at a
greatly reduced price.
Come and see them .
We will convince you

that

they are real bargains.

ranchman ot Shoemaker, was In Las
Vegas yesterday and today, returning home this afternoon.
)r.s W. T. Brown, superintendent
of the Valmora industrial sanitarium,
came in this afternoon from Valmo
ra on a short business trip.
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Copeland left
last night on a trip to Kansas City
and points in Iowa. Mr. Copeland Is
a Santa Fe dispatcher and Is on his
vacation trip.
Miss Ruth Sehlott, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. J. C. Sehlott, has return
ed from Colorado Springs where she
hp.3 been attending Colorado College
for the past year.
Mrs. H. E. Buckles, wife of the
Maroons' catcher, and their two chil
dren,' arrived last night from Bisbee,
Arizona, and will spend the summer
here with Mr. Buckles.
W. C. Beall, agent for the Under
wood Typewriter company and of
typewriter supplies with headquar-er- s
in Albuquerque, was in Las Ve
gas today on business.
Dr. J. F. McArthur, dean of the
New Mexico Agricultural College In
Mesllla Park, who has been In Las
Vegas several days visiting friends
left this afternoon for Los Lunas.
Lieutenant Governor and Mrs. E
C. de Baca, accompanied by their chil
dren, arrive this afternoon from
Santa Fe, where they have been during the' session ot the legislature.
Manuel P. Manzanares, editor of the
Fort Sumner Review, and a member
of the state legislature, will arrive
this evening from Santa Fe, remain
ing here a short time before con
tinuing on to his home.
Cecil. Boucher arrived last
night
from Champaign, 111., where he has
been studying architecture at the Uni
versity of Illinois. Mr. Boucher stopped off in Kansas City and Raton for
short visits en route here.
Miss Marcelle Matson came in yes
.terday afternoon from h,er home in
Albuquerque for a short visit at tin
home of Mr. and Mrs. jr. L. Myers.
Miss Matson accompanied.
Superin
tendent F. L. Myers to Lao Vegas In
his private car.
John Ross and A. D. Higgins, who
have been in Raton attending the
encampment of the , New Mexico Department of the Grand Army ot the
Republic, returned to Las Vegas this
afternoon. Mr. Higgins and Mr.
Ross were the official
representa
tives of Sherman Post No. 1, located
here
Jonh 0, Talbott returned last night
fiom Denver, where he has been for
several weeks making, arrangements
or the two special trains which he
will run from that city to Las Vegas
on the occasion of th.9 Johnsou-Flynbout on July 4. Mr. Talbott is the
official betting commissioner for the
in
oout and will open headquarters
the Coors building on the corner of
Sixth street and Lincoln avenue at
an early date.
-

Hoffman

&

Graubarth

(The Popular Priced Store)
Agent, Isr The New Idea

10c

Pittcrm

Phone Main 104.

FRYE'S HOTEL

w

,

'

Wagon Mound, New Mexico
40 miles north of Las Vegas

On Ocean to Ocean Road

Rate3 $3.00 Per Day

f Cafe De Luxe I
I REGULAR DINNER
I
25o
,

SUNDAY DINNER

35o
Finest A La Carte

I

Bill in

the State

.

BARNES & RUSH,

Props.

,

ALL GOOD FELLOWS GOTO

HAYWOOD'S

OFFICIAL DISPENSER

GF

OLD RIPY WHISKEY

COORS GOLDEN BEER ON

All

It is now well known that not more
than one case of rheumatism in ten
requires any internal treatment whatever. All that Is needed la 8 free application of Chamberlain's Liniment
and massaging the parts at each application. Try it and see how quick-l- y
It will relieve the pain and soreness. Sold by all dealers.

Brands o! Bottled Beer

and Bonded Whiskies
Family Trade Solicited
Phone Vegas 133 for
Wines, Liquors or Beer
Delivered Free.
AV
515 DOUGLAS
Luck
Your
Come and Try

A sprained ankU may as a rule be
mraii in tmm thren to four davs bv

anr.'vtncr rhnmberlftln'H Liniment and
with each
observing the dlrwtlons
bottle. For sale by an aeaiers.

When your child lias whooping
cough be careful to keep the cough
loose and expectoration easy by giving
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy as may
be required. This remedy will also
liquify the tough mucus and make us-it
easier to expectorate. It has been
ed successfully In many epidemics and
is safe and sure, iror saie oy an

dealers.

VEUA
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TUESDAY,
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JOHNSON MAKES FRIENDLY

13, 1912.

We Take This Means of Announcing

THE MONEY

CALL ON PUEBLO FIREMAN
For First Time in History of Rin the Title Holder Calls on Chal
lender-Greet-ing
Is Cordial, the Tv o Boxers Kidding Each
ol the Listeners Harmony Restored
Amusement
Other to the
Boxes
io the Flynn Camp by the Return of Al Williams-Ry- an
With PudU and Declares His Chances Are Mighty Good.

MAKER

Ourselves as State Agents For

SPECIAL

BUY HERE THIS WEEK

EVERITT

THE

Prices Are The
Lowest we Have ' '
Offered

As The

CAR

'

ED W. SMITH.

Here's the very latest in fighting the first sparring bout the Pueblo
Innovations
the champion of the man had with Tommy Ryan, former
world calling in a friendly way upon middle weight champion.
his challenger
Incidentally the day was marked by
during the training
the return to the camp of Al Wilperiod.
That's what Jack Johnson gave the liams, the big Frisco
fight fans to talk about yesterday af- who quit the day before in high dudternoon'' It' probably constitutes a geon because of the rough treatment
world's record in entente cordjalej At accorded him by Flynn. Williams
least thefightlaitLmen, Qwf gathered swore he wouln't go back, Jack wagering the lid on his returning within
here never heard of such a thing
in ting history. four days. Jack Curley, Flynn's manFlynrt tg tratiiinfemt a gorgeous spot ager, was so pleased at the turn of
known as Montezuma (about .seven affairs that he sadd he would make
miles from the Meadow Cities. It Is good for Williams.
reached only by two mountain roads,
Ryan and Flynn went through three
a wondrful ddrlve ein carriag or auto, mild
lnds, Flynn demonstrating to
and yesterday noon, when the champion Ry i L.z system of defense in the
:.
'.:;..
shaped up well having
cranked,'p his touring car and decid
.'e time here in train-fJ:-f
ed to get a breath or two of the t li' p. . '
air that blows so vigorously off
ilflj 'splay of old time
was hugely
tall end of the Rocky mountains hit,
course led him to within a mile of
me," was
the Flynn camp.
Li.,'
'I had no
Ryan's
,.
toWith a broad grin he cut across
'
' ;
'
fellow. He
wards the magnificent but abandoned idea he
.
., too, and will
hotel on the side of one of the great hm an excel
be a hard man .
p. Of course he
peaks of the range and announced to
he'll do
Ms wife and little party of friends has some weight j lose-.bu-t
that he thought it high time he dis- that easily as ihe is one of the most
I ever saw. After all.
played a neighborly spirit by calling willing workers
the
it's
ambition
that counts In this
his
Jack's
upon
challenger.
party
looked aghast at the suggestion but game and not the age so much. Flynn
he meant every word of it and bffore works like a man just cutting into the
the startled party could realize it the gaem instead of the old timer that
i
Johnson car had whizzed up to the he is.
"While it is a little early to venture
little house in the valley where the
any predictions I will say this right
Flynn party holds forth.
now from what I learned of him to-"Hello Fireman," was the chamIf he can weather the storm for
ay.
pion's cheery greeting as Flynn drop- 10 or 12 rounds I should
say that he
on
was
the
he
the
reading
paper
ped
of pulling off a
a
chance
hag
grand
porch and gaped in amazement at the
victory. I figure this because I don't
machine load of enemies
Johnson will stand a gruelling
think
"Hello,
Champ, how are you?"
battle, full of rough work, the way
called back Flynn and the entire trainthat Fynn will because Jim Is used to
ing party swarmedi down the lawn to the' high altitude and should get betgreet Johnson.
ter as the battlj progresses.
"Wow, but isn't this the dandy
"Certainly I look for a great bat
about
he
Johnson
as
said
gazed
spot,"
of cSjur&e, Johnson should
scenery.
at the marvelous Swiss-lik- e
to cop 'Jim early and get him
"I wish I had ib.t you to this spot; happen
going."
it's the finest I ever saw for the purUp to now Ryan has been extreme'
;
pose."
ly reticent in speaking of Flynn's
invite
so
don't
"We've had lunch,
chances, pleading that he knew little
us," laughed Jack as he noticed Chick
about his man.
the
in
Coleman, Flynn's cook, standing
Yesterday marked the real start of
doorway of the house In kitchen reat the Flynn camp and it will
training
i
galia. ;
be Ryan's aim now to box daily with
"Well, if you're as well fed as I am
the fireman and see to it that he gets
you're lucky, that's all I can say," retorted Flynn. "Come on ancLIook the at least fifteen rounds daily of the
fastest kind of work. Ryan is a great
place over."
Johnson readily assented to this believer in speed instead of slugging
and the two rival camps, seemingly work in training.
"It's speed that tires a man in a
in the most friendly fashion, started
to climb the mountain side to reach real fight and that is what a man
the abandoned theater and dance hall should train for in his preparation,"
says the sage of Syracuse. Incident
that Is now the Flynn gymnasium.
this is the first time this sage
his
ally
and
challenger
The champion
walked together as friendly as if they
were training mates Instead of being
the world's most bitter athletic rivals.
The talk was on the weather, the
thin air of New Mexico, the prospects
W. - i I'
fori a bumper house on July 4, the poLXW
litical situation in Chicago and like
3
tlllill
topics. But not once did the conversation reach along fighting lines.
"Show Mr. Johnson the dressing
and rubbing rooms but watch out he
don't swipe any of my new punching
bags," kidded Flynn while they were
at the top ot the climb. Thereupon
the champion kidded back that he expected to have a new punching bag
himself on the morning of July 4, a
remark that made the fireman's eye
fighter-wrestle-

.:

r,

-

.

en-yn-

r
.

s

,

gleam wickedly.
"Well, Jim, you're looking fine and
I hop you are in shape for1 the big

affair," was Johnson's final remark
as the party got. back to the car.
"don't let us have too many eexcuss."
"There won't be any from me," retorted Flynn. "I'll be there and you'll
hav all you can do to .look out for
yourself."
Both men laughed heartily as they
parted.
"Boxing is a business proposition
strictly," Johnson said in commenting
on hla visit. "It used to be that because two men were matched to bat
tle they Just had to be enemies.
Flynn da a good fellow personally and
as we've always been friendly out of
the ring there Is no reason why I
shouldn't call on him. I don't want
to see him work .but simply had a
curiosity to see hla quarters after- all
that I had heard."
Flyn accepted the visit in much the
same spirit but strangely enough.
three hours later, put in the very best
workout of his entire season here.
'
one month! after Flynn's
It was
arribal and the event was marked by

jst
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The Effectiveness of graceful
lines is nowhere more apparent than in Summer Frocks.
Butterick Lines are distinctively graceful.
FREE

'

..of

The July Fashion Sheet
jy be

obtained at our Pattern Counter

SJosermm
bfaUuM K

Son

Highly glazed Jardinieres. .25c
35c painted Cuspidors
25c
Ladles' Gauze Pants
25c
Boys' Knickerbocker Pants. 25c
40c value Clothes Brush.. 25c
60o Bath Tub Seats
25c
Meat Pattelrs.25c
Large
Brown Stone Tea Pots.... 25c
6 boxes Hardwood Tooth- -

I

h

picks

Granite Frying Pans
Burnt wood Gloves Boxes.
Burnt
Wood
Necktie
Racks

25c
25c
25c

,

'

.

15.

,

;

...

.

.

v&Jt I v

r.--- 1
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it to be

The strongest car built(observe its
Chrome Nickel Steel Construction)
The best value on the Market
30 H. P. 4 Cylinder $1250
36 H. P. 4 Cylinder $1500
48 H. P. 6 Cylinder $1850
Fully Equipped
And ,aSt but not least the Manufacturers will standlbe-ninevery car put out
If you are from Missouri, we are
prepared to show you.

Extra size fancy Cake
Plates
25c
Japanese paper Baskets.... 25c
8 Misses Handkerchiefs. .. ,25c
Childs' Garden Set..25e
One Pound Butter Moulds. 25c
5 large Mercerized Napkins
...25
3 rolls Toilet Paper.
25c
Japanese Matting Rugs.... 25c
300 Paper Napkins
25c
Lace Trimmed
Corset
Cover

-

tau,....--

We believe

25c

,

'

-

I

& Garage Co.,

H'-Automobil-

Sub-Agen-

a

Wanted

ts

Las Vegas,

N. M.

25c

French Carving Knives. .. .25c
25c
Me's Leather BeltB
-

THE

5-1-

0

&

We

have on hand a complete stock of

SCREEN DOORS, WINDOW SCREENS AND WIRE SCREENING

25 CENT STORE

At The Most Reasonable Prices

East Las Vegas, N. M.

business has been hung on "Tricky
Tommy' and it sounds pretty good.
There is a more friendly feeling
now in the Flynn camp. The snarl and
the sneer has gone from Jim's face
and he is more cordial and friendly
than he has been with visitors, show
ing that he is passing from the half- baked training stage into the condition nearing ring perfection. This
makes him more amiable and the sih
of relisthat has gore up Is at once
amusing hpd pitiable to one who
knows what the Flynn camp follow-eer-s
have gone through In trying to
from biting
keep the
somebody's ear off.
Flynn followed the Ryan setto with
two rounds each with Ray Marshall,
Al Williams and Howard Morrow, the
latter bout being especially spirited
and verged almost on the vicious. Morrow is In grand shape now and is
training hard in anticipation, of belns
matched for a July 3 battle in the
championship arena with some good
man.
Prank Mantell's manager has applied for the date and it is possibla
the match will be secured by the
Pawtucket middle weight
During one of the numerous ten
minute electrical storms that flash
over this section of the country
'
lightning struck ,the towering flagstaff on the Montezuma hotel, which
looms hundreds of feet over the
Flynn camp. The bolt splintered the
huge pole half way down and sent
great splinters flying for great distances down the slope.
Flynn accepted this as a good omen,
believing that It is a sign that a new

Get our quotations before

buying-

LAB VEGAS LUMBER CO.
Phone Main 150

champion will be born July i. The
rest of the camp was about
equally
divided as to ithe goodness or the
lladness of the omen.
Johnson put IS a dandy day's work,
too, wading through his old and one
new sparring maite. He went
through
four rounds with George Bray, who
used to be Debray around Chicago.
George has had bad feet as the result of going on the rough roada
with Johnson and hence has eschewed the sparring until today. He
gave Jack a great argument which
was followed by seven rounds with
Marty Cutler and four with Rastus
the
Respress,
wrestler fourteen
rounds In all. At the close of this
vigorous battling; Johnson weighed
exactly 222 pounds.
Watson Burns, who has charge pi
the champion's work, pronounces him
in aa good condition today as he ever
waa three weeks in advance of an important battle and the statement created still greater confidence In 'he
Oldtown camp of the champion.
Ed Williams of Bellingham,' Wash.,
ha9 applied for ten seats, cash in
hand. This shows the wide interest
that is being displayed in "the con-

test

..

Old Town

He brought a big crew with him and
will start business the latter
part of
'". ,.
the week.
An old timer, a man of fully sev
enty years, missed one of the trans
continental trains here toay. Ko got
off to look around and the train
pulled out without him. He wired his
wife to drop his ticket off at Albu
querque so that he could pick It up.
The while the crowd around the station was commiserating with him on
his misfortune he laughed and sairtr
'Why, this Isn't tough at all. I'm gc
ing out this afternoon and see Jack
Johnson train." Which he did.
Abdul the Turk will be In tonight
to act a3 chief rubber In the Flynn
camp.

Paul Armstrong, playwright and
fight enthusiast, is the latest of the
war corespondents to apply for accommodations.
He will be here
June 25.
It will interest baseha.I enthusiasts
to know that It was at the baseball
park In this city that Mike Donliv
first played professional ball. This
t appened In 1S97 when Mike waa si
pitcher. Old timers here are etiil
talking about this auspicious event

John O. Talbot of Denver, official
betting commissioner for the match,
is in the city establishing quarters.

'

Old papers for sale.

Capital Paid in

Surplus
$50,000.00

$100,000.00

T. M. CUNNINONAfl,
RANK SPRINUKR,

Optio office.

Pretldent'

O. T.

'Id

HOSKINS, CCMhl.r

iLAS
VEGASCi;
til
ti'Mll
'

,

-

INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

Las Vegas Savings Bank
Capital Stock, $30,000.00
t

Office

with the

Wm. G. Ilaydon
H. W. Kelly
D. T. Hoskins

San Miguel National Bank

President
President
Treasurer
Vice

Interest Paid on Deposis

5o.tkSy.Ph).

- itsf--

s. li..-
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VI OAS

BUSINESS . ,
..DIRECTORY

Estray Advertlement
Notice Is hereby given to whom ft
may concern that the following described estray animal wa taken up by
J. 3. Morgan, AUmogordo.
:
On bay borne about 4
bands high.
650
lbs., 13
yean.
Branded
J
On left shoulder
Said animal being unknown to thlf
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before June 22. 1912. said date being
10 days aTter last appearance ot this
advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board tor the benefit of the
owner when found.

t

high.

;

expert

SH0EMEPA1RING

ZB12ZDOUGLASlVEHUE

CENTRAL HOT EL
KRSS.R. FLINT, Prop
!

Cor. Grand andlDouglas Ave.
ast Las Vegas, N. M.

LAS VEGAS GARAGE
M BIBHL, Propietor
416 Grand

Ave

Phone Main 447

General

r

'V

Garage

Business

CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. June 1. last pub. June 13. '12-

JUNE

13, 1912.

vears. 12U h&ndt Board, unles claimed by owner on or
before June 22. 1912, said date being
10 days after last appearance ot this
advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.

03

D

f"l

'

B

Branded
On right hip
Branded
On right ribs
Branded
On left ribs
Branded
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before June 22, 1912, said dale being
10 days after last appearance of this
advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.

To-wlt-

THOMAS J..M0RT JMER

mala mw about

DAILY OPTIC, TUESDAY,

-

Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
may concern tnat me iouowmg ur
scribed estray animal was taken np by
Calletano Martines, North Des Moines,
nn bar mare about 13
Tv.wi- 650 lbs.
weighing
years,
A
Branded
un leu suouiaer
Branded
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before June 22, 1912, said date being
10 days after last appearance of this
advertisement, said estray will be sold
hv this Board for the benefit of th
owner when found.

CATTLE

SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
pub. June 1, last pub. June 12, 12.

1st

Estray Advertisement
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken np by
Rocky Mt Supply Co, Koehler, N. M.
One bay horse, white strip
In face, 14 hands high, 8 or 9 years.
'
To-wl- t:

TT

A

uiauuctl

m

4

On left shoulder
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Said animal being unknown to this
Albuquerque, N. M.
Board,
unless claimed by owner on or
'12.
June
12,
June
1,
last pub.
1st pub.
before June 22, 1912, said date being
10 days after last appearance of this
Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it advertisement, said estray will be sold
may concern that the following de by this Board for the benefit of the
scribed eBtray animal was taken up by owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Charlie Hackett, Corona.
Albuquerque, N. M.
One roan horse, 700 lbs.,
1st.
June
1,
last pub. June 12, 12
pub.
13
hands high.
years,
To-wi- t:

Branded
On left hip

Estr.y Advertisement

Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before June 22, 1912, said late being
10 days after last appearance of this
advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.

Notice Is hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following described estray animal waa taken np by
W. G. Kobold, Mcintosh.
One sorrel stallion blazed
face, 700 lbs., 3 years.
To-wl- t:
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cordially Invited
Liebsoa-nier- .
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RATES FOR CLASSIFIED ADVER N. O. Herman, W. M.;
Murray,
Chan cell ot
TISEMENTS
Secretary.
Commander.
Harry
Martin, Keeper of
Five cents per line each Insertion. LA8 VEQA8 COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
Recorda and 8eaX
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Reg
No ad to occupy less space than two
oooclave seoomi T
eoond
B. P. O. ELK8 Meets
line. All advert la ment
charged Is
day In web memta at Ma
of
will be booked at space actually sst,
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evening
Tuesday
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sonlo Temple at 7:30 p. m. C.
R. C. ball.
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without regard to number of words. Boucher. B.
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Cash In advance preferred.
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Condon, Secretary.
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Wanted

,

CAFE

ORDERS AND KESULAK DINNERS

Branded
F""f
'
Ll 1
On right hip
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Branded
A.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
qO
Albuquerque, N. M.
On right Jaw
"v
Albuquerque, N. M.
June 1, last pub. June 12, '12.
1st
pub.
Said animal being unknown to this WANTED Assistant woman
cook.
1st pub. June 1, last pub. June 12. '12.
Carriage Manufacturer,
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Adress H., care Optic.
Advertisement
Estray
General Blacksmithing,
before June 22, 1912, said date being
Estray Advertisement
Notice Is hereby given to whom It 10
whom
to
it
days after last appearance of this WANTED A competent cook. Refer
Is
Notice
given
hereby
Carriage Painting
may concern that the following de
advertisement said estray will be sold
ences. Apply 1027 Eighth street
concern that the following
may
was
animal
scribed estray
taken up by
DEALER IN
of
the
this
for
the
benefit
Board
by
was
taken
animal
np
by
estray
Felipe Valdez, Lumberton, N. M.
D
owner when found.
AMERICAN Girl of experience wants
Marcellno Sanchez, Los Padlllas.
Heavy Hardware andjD
One sorrel mare 2 or 3
BOARD.
CATTLE
SANITARY
'9
black
horse
old
One
position nursing Invalids. Call at
year
feet high.
Wagon Material
years, 600 lbs., 4
N. M.
Albuquerque,
Optic.
about' 700 lbs.
Branded
1st pub. June 1, last pub. June 12, 12.
Branded
On left shoulder
WANTED Room and board ' In pri
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
vate family of refinement by lady
Estray Advertisement
Said animal being unknown to this Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Notice Is hereby given to whom It
past middle age. Wishes to avoid
Board, unless claimed by owner on or before June 22, 1912, said date being may concern that the following deCLAY AND HAVENS
contact with healthseekers. State
before June 22, 1912, said date being 10 days after last appearance ot this scribed estray animal was taken up by
terms. Address D., Box 98.
ot this advertisement, said estray will be sold A. R. Kutz, Lumberton.
Livery, Feed and Sales Stables. 10 days after last appearance
One bay horse, about 600
advertisement, said estray will be sold by this Board for the benefit of the
Good Rigs & Prompt Service
feet high, 2 or 3 years.
lbs., 4
by this Board for the benefit of the owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
owner when found.
uranaea
1202 National Ave
Phone Main 71
I I
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
On left Bhoulder.
Albuquerque, N. M.
FOR RENT A new piano, at the Ro
1st pub. June 1, last pub. June 12, 12
Albuquerque, N. M.
Said animal being unknown to this
senthal Furniture company.
1st pub. June 1, last pub. June 12, 12.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Estray Advertisement
before June 22, 1912, said date being
JOHN N. KINNEY
Notice Is hereby given to whom It 10 days after last appearance of this FOR RENT Bed room, 921 Lincoln
Estray Advertisement
avenue.
Notice is hereby given to whom ,it may concern that the following de advertisement said estray will be sold
was
animal
takin
up by by this Board for the benefit of the
ACCOUNTANT AND AUDITOR
may concern that the following de- scribed estray
FOR RENT Firtt class Underwood
I
scribed estray animal was taken up y Hal Cox, Organ City.
typewriter. Telephone Olive 6242
One
dun
mart,-CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
years
Phone Main 40. Marcellno Sanchez, Itas Padlllas.
Elxth and Douglas.
'
,
'
'
-r
One bay horse, 12 years old, 600 lbs.
Albuquerque, N. M.
KENT Furnished rooms with
Branded
'K
'12.
June
1st.
June
1,
800
12,
last
lbs.
pub.
pub.
old, weighing
f"
or without board. Modern convent
On left hip
Branded
PETER P. MACKEL
'
ences. 1235 Seventh street'
Advertisement
to
this
unknown
animal
Said
On
left hip
Estray
being
HOUSE AND 6IGN PAINTING
to
whom it
Notice Is hereby given
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Hardwood Finishing, Paper Hanging
Said animal being unknown to this
before June 22, 1912, said date being may concern that the following de
and Glazing.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or 10
days after last appearance of this scrlWd estray animal was taken up by
Estimates Cheerfully Given.
before June 22, 1912, said date being
advertisement, said estray will be sold Nick Montoya, Golden.
FOR SALE Modern six room house.
Old Town 10
West Side Plaza
days after last appearance ot this by this Board for the benefit of the
One sorrel horse, 2 hind
inree lots, good barn, chicken
sold
Bald
will
be
advertisement
estray
legs white, 700 lbs.. 11 or 12 hands
owner when found.
house and shed. Terms to suit pur
of
the
benefit
for
the
Board
this
high.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
THE ROMERO ADV. CO by
chaser. See owner, 1029 Third St
owner when found.
Branded
N. M.
Albuquerque,
"PUBLICITY EXPERTS"
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
On left hip
1st pub. June 1, last pub. June 12, 12
jjuk. SB.L.E Buff Plymouth Rock
Albuquerque, N M,
SIGNS FOR YOUR
Said animal being unknown to this
12.
hauj chicks, $12 per 100. Orders
12,
Juno
June
1,
last
pub.
1st
pub.
OFFICE, STORE OR FACTORY
filled until July 1. Mrs. M. E. Stev
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Estray Advertisement
Muslin Signs, Office Lettering
Notice 13 hereby given to whom it before June 22, 1912, said 'date being
ens, Humboldt, Kan.
Estray Advertisement
Window Display Cards
Notice Is hereby given to whom It may concern that the following de- before May 3, 1912, said date being
10 days after last appearance of this
Wall & Bulletin Display Signs
may concern that the following de scribed estray animal was taken up by
advertisement said estray will be sold
M.
N.
W.
it.
Boulware,
Roy,
Yellow Front
scribed estray animal was taken np by
SEE JENSEN Fountain Square
One bay, female colt 7 or by this Board for the benefit of the
A. R. Carnahan, Sherman, N. M.
found.
One dark dun blaze face, 8 years old, weighing 625 lbs., 14 owner' when
STOLEN One small bay horse, also
x
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
black mane and tall, horse, about 675 bands.
harness and open buggy with red
M.
N.
Albuquerque,
Horse branded TM on left
gear.
lbs, 13 hands high, 7 or or 8 years Branded
1st. pub. June 1, last pub. June 12, 12.
On left hip
LAWN MOWERS SHARPENED
old.
hip. Suitable reward for any infor
Branded
Lock and! Gunsmith Bicycle and
mation leading to recovery. Ben
Said animal being unknown to this
Estray Advertisement
On left hip
Bruhn.
Notice Is hereby given to whom It
General Repairing
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
being unknown to this before June 22, 1912, said date being may concern that the following de520-6t- h
E. Las Vegas Said animalclaimed
Street
Board, unless
by owner on or 10 days after last appearance of this scribed estray animal was aken up by
DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED
before June 22, 1912, said date being advertisement, said estray will be sold Rocky Mt Supply Co., koehler.
local applications, as
by
ot
10 days after last appearance
One sorrel mare, 13 hands
this by this Board for the benefit of the
cannot
reach the diseased portionthey
When Buying, Buy Only the Best
of the ear.
will be sold owner when found.
said
advertisement
high.
estray
There is only one way to cure deafCosts no more but gives the best
Branded
by this Board for the benefit of the
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
r ness, and that Is by constitutional
Results
On left hip
L remedies. Deafness is caused by an
H. L. Blomquist, Esdaile, Wis, says owner when found.
Albuquerque, N. M,
condition of the mucous linbis wife considers Foley's Honey anl
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Said animal being unknown to this inflamed
1st. pub. June 1, last pub. June 12, 12
ing of the Eustachian Tube. When
fTar Compound the best cough cure
N. M.
owner
Albuquerque,
unless
on or this tube Is inflamed
claimed by
Board,
ton the market
"She has tried va
you have a rumJune 12, 12,
before June 22, 1912, said date being bling sound or
Estray Advertisement
rious kinds but Foley's gives th9 best 1st. pub. June 1, last pub.
Imperfect hearing, and
10
when
It
is
whom
to
it
after
last
O.
G. Scbaefer and
Notice is hereby given
appearance of this
days
result of all."
entirely closed, deafness is
the
and unless the lnflamma- -'
(ted Cross Drug Co.
may concern that the following de- advertisement said estray will be sold tion result
can
be
taken out and this tube
Board
this
for
the
benefit
the
waa
of
by
taken
Estray Advertisement
up by
scribed estray animal
restored to its normal condition, hearowner when found.
Notice Is hereby given to whom It C. T. Turmey, Mesilla Park.
will
be
ing
destroyed forever; nine
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
may concern that the following de
cases out of ten are caused by catarrh,
One red and white spotted
is
scribed estray animal was taken up by cow, 750 lbs., 7 or 8 years.
which
Albuquerque, N. M.
nothing but an inflamed conVVm. Gallagher, Ellzabethtown.
1st. pub. June 1, last pub. June 12, 12. dition of the mucous surfaces.
, Branded
We
will give One Hundred Dollars
One bay mare 3 years old,
On right ribs
for any case of deafness (caused by
white face, 11 hands high, 700 lbs,
catarrh) that cannot be cured by Hall's
Said animal being unknown to this
THEY PUT AN END TO IT
Branded
Catarrh Cure. Send for circulars, free
on or
owner
30 Cook St., RochesCharles
claimed
Sable,
unless
by
Board,
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo. Ohio.
On right hip
N.
he
recommends
Y.,
ter,
says
Foley
date
said
1912,
being
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
before June 22,
Branded
beat
Pills
every
F""! 10
Kidney
opportunity
Take Hall's Family Pills for constidays after last appearance of this cause they gave him prompt relief
On left hip
pation.
advertisement, said estray will be sold from a bad case of kidney trouble
Said animal being unknown to this
of
the
Boird
benefit
that
the
him.
for
bad
Such
bothered
this
long
by
When
child nas whooping
Board, unless claimed by owner on or owner whet, tound.
a recommendation, coming from Mr. cough beyour
careful to keep the cough
eviIs
direct
and
Sable,
before June 22, 1912, sail date btlng
convincing
loose and expectoration easy by giving
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
dence of the great curative qualities Chamberlain's
10 days after last appearance of this
Cough Remedy as may
Albuquerque, N. M.
G.
O.
of
Pills.
Schaefer
Kidney
Foley
be required. This remedy will also
advertisement said estray will be sold
12
June
12,
Co.
last
Red
1,
and
June
Cross
pub.
1st
pub.
Drug
liquify the tough mucus and make It
by this Board for the benefit of the
easier to expectorate. It has been
found.
when
owner
Our Ice is made from. Pure distilled
Advertisement
successfully In many epidemics and
Estray
CATTLE
SANITARY
BOARD,
Mrs. M. A. McLaughlin, 512 Jay St., is safe and sure. For sals by all
free from germs and as
!Wa,ter,
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
La Cross, Wis., writes that she suffer dealers.
Albuquerque, N. M.
bealthful as can be. There Is no
concern that the following deed all kinds of pains In her back and
1st. pub. June 1, last pub. June 12, 12. may
from
was
taken
disease
up
of
by
contracting
scribed estray animal
danger
hips on account of kidney trouble and
Each age of our lives has Its Joys
our Ice, but the beneficial results
Hal Cox, Organ City.
rheumatism. "I got some ot Folef Old people should be happy, and they
Advertisement
Estray
2
thom
and
for
Pills
horse
are
roan
eiter
One
of
It
Order
use
Kidney
years.
from the
will be if Chamberlain's Taolets are
taking
many.
a few days there was a wonderful taken to strengthen the
feome today:
It will be delivered Notice Is hereby given to whom It 500 lbs.
digestion and
for-thIn
entire
chance
my
concern
case,
de
pa'.n
that the following
may
keep the bowels regular. These tabBranded
tromptly.'
am
I
nd
back
and
left
my
hips
ly
lets are mild and gentle in their acscribed estray animal was taken up by
T'
On left shoulder
thankful there 's such a medicine as tion and especially suftable for people
'
W. M. Shlpp, Talban, N. M.
THE CRYSTAL ICE CO.
O.
O
Pills."
Sshaefer
Foley Kidney
of middle age and older. For sale by
'
One red white faced fe
Phone Main 227
Said animal being unknown to this aad Red Cross Drug Co.
all dealers.

II. Lorenzen

RESTAURANT AND

LOBBY

To-wi-

Stolen

To-wl- t:

To-wl- t:

H. C YOUNG

RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
PHYSICIANS
-- JimU first and third Fridays In
Maaoale Temple. Mrs. T. & Bowen,
DR. H. W. HOUF
Worthy Matron; James
RaUedge
Resiencence 1016 Fifth St
Worthy Patrom; Mr. George Trip.
Office 606V4 Grand Avenue
Secretary. Phone Mala 12. 120
Res. Main 293. Office Main 46
Phones
Grand avenue.
Office hours 10 to 12 m.; 2 to 4 p. m.

a

FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD
NO.
101 Meets arery Monday night at
O. R. C, HalL on Douglas avenue, at
o'clock.
are
Visiting member

EAST BOUND

cordially welcome. H. XL Gehrlna. Arrive
president; J. T. Buhler, secretary: No. 2.... 1:10 p. m.
O. H. Bally, treasurer.
No. 4. ...11:06 p m.

t

8....

No. 10

1:16 a. m.
1:45 p. m.

No. 1
No. 3
No. 7
No. 9

WEST
1:20 p.
6:10 a
4:40 p.
6:36 n.

No.
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERIC'
Meet In she forest of brother
love at Woodmen of the War
halL on the Beoond and fourth
day ot each month at 8 p. m. C. CI
Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk.' ruing neighbor are especially w
come and cordially Invited.
J. ,E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541.
I. O. of B. B. Meet
every fird
Tuesday of the month In the vestry
rooms of Temjrfe Monteflore at s
o'clock p. m. Ylaltinj brothers are

apail
1:11 p. m
11:10 i. a.
1:25 a. m
2:10 . m

BOUftU
m.
m

1:45 p.
6:15 p

m

4 50 p.

m

7:00

rm

A CARD
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RETAIL PRICES

or Mora, Eacft Delivery
to 2
Delivery
lb,
Ik, to 1,00 lb, Kael. Delivery
lb, t 2SS lb, Each Dell vary
Than 6 lbt Each Dlivry
Ibm.

Ek

lb

CSS

6S

Lm

20c per ICS Ike.
2So

or

lb.

MS

r 1SS lb.
4Se per 1SS lb
SS per 1M lb
SO

AGUA PURA COM P ANY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las
Famus Office 701 Douglas Avenue. Vegas
--

.

To-wl- t:

To-wl- t:

T
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ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders

j

ns-e- d

To-wl- t:

To-wl- t:

E

n

This is to certify that Foley Honey
and Tar Compound does not contain
opiates, any habit forming drugs, or
any ingredients that could possibly
harm its users. On the contrary, its
great healing and soothing qualities
Isaac AppeL make it a real remedy for coughs,
oon&lly tnvited
President; Charles Greenclay, Sec cold and Irritations of the throat
chest and lungs. The genuine is In a
retary.
yellow package. Ask for Foley's Honey and Tax Compound and accept no '
KNIGHT8 OF COLUMSU8, COUNC
substitute. O. Q. Schaefer and Red
.NO. 804. Meets second anl foar
Cross Drug Co.
Thursday in O. R. C, hall. Plon
building. Visiting members are c
Helped to Keep Down Expenses
Mrs. J. E. Henry, Akron, Mich., tells
dlally lnvied. Peter Emenaker, G.
how she did so: "I was bothered
K., Richard Devlne, F. S.
with my kidneys and had to go nearly
double.
I tried a sample of Foley
I. O. O. F LAS VEGAS LODGE NO
Kidney Pills and they did me so much
1. Meets every Monday
evening a: good that I bought a bottle, and feel
their hail on Sixth street. All visit that they saved me a big doctor's
lng brethren cordially invited to at bill." O. G. Schaefer and Rod
Co.
tend. J . D. Fridenstlne, N. G.; Drug
Mrs. Lela Love, wife of Wiley Love,
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. Elwood a farmer living near Covena,
Ga,
Secretary; Karl Worts, Treasurer-- says: "I have taken Foley Kidney
Pill and find them to be all you
Y. Hedgoock, cemetery trustee.
claim for them. They gave me almost
instant relief when my kidneys were
F. O. E. 'Meet first and third Tuet
sluggish and Inactive. I can cheerfully
day evenings each month, at Wood recommend them to all sufferer from
man hall. Visiting Brothers cot kidney troubles." O. G. Schaefa- - and
dlally Invited to attend. A.' M Red Cross Drug Co.
Adler, President; E. C. Ward, Sex
Old paper for sale. Optic office.
retary.

.

To-wi- t:

LOCAL TIME CARD

Classified ads. search oubthe people to whom amonr' at
BUY-- the
particular thing is worth most.
That property you want to sell isJWORTH MOST to ome-on- e
who reads the ads. in this
newipaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of
any
ort, and musical instruments.
As the classified ads. are read by all possible
buyers, of a
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
best markets!
of those who MIGHT

I

f
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carried out

BALTIMORE LOOKS
FOR A

lllli

CROWD
CITY

PREPARES TO ENTERTAIN
40,000 GUESTS AT DEMOCRATIC CONVENTION.

t

Baltimore, June 11. The saivo energy that the citizens of Ealtlmoru
displayed In going after the democratic, national convention
is evident in
the iprerfarations
that have been
made here for the comfort and entertainment of tlhe convention quests
nd the convenience of the political
leaders and delegate yhp will name
the party's text candidate for president. As soon as Baltimore was chosen for th convention city, the Maryland legislature authorized the city
to spend 155,000 in repairing and re
lighting and decorating streets and
buildings. This was exclusive of the
$35,000 appropriated for remodeling
the Fifth Regiment Armory, where
the delegates will assemble.
The committee that went to Wash
ington to lay the advantages of
before the democratic national
committee was composed largely of
bankers and business men. One of
their first arguments was the presentation of a certified check for $'00
000 as a guarantee
that Baltimore
vould do ell that it promised. The
rommlttee agreed to furnish one of
ihe beet contention halls ,ln the country, to remodel It as the national committee saw fit and to do everything
in their power to oil the intricae
mechanism of the convention routine
and look after the convenience not
only of the delegates hut also of the
guests from all parts of the country
who would attend.
Preparations to fulfill these promises and go even further have been

?

Bn'c!-mor-

1
'j ft
A

f

e

by means of thorThe first step, afough organization.
ter the meeting of the convention
here was assured, was Uie appointment
of a cr.ut-na-'
committee of 900, which
was divided into
and
to each of these was delegated a certain part of the work. At the head of
the whole orTinizatlon is" the Hon.
Robert Craia and, Mayor Preston, the
latter by virtue of the executive committee of the citizens' general orya'!- lzation.
The subcommittees
have
bi-r-

charge respectively of reception, convention hall,
press, visiting mer
chants, transportation, program, con
cessions and privileges,
entertainmusic, publicity, floral decorations and receiving editors and pub
ments,

'

d

a,

trans-oeean-

tvtzn

13, 1912.

to find accommodations ar asked to can convention this year shows that
communicate with the general con- hotel charges here are as low as any
and In many Instances lower.
vention committee.
A booklet issued
for the conven
The hotel committee found that
ience
of convention visitors contains
In
the
all
the
larger
space
practically
hostelries would be occupied by the the following paragraph regarding
delegates and alternates and others this subject of food and lodgings:
"Baltimore is prepared to handle a
actively engaged in the convention.
This committee, however, has prepar large crowd. It will be well to make
In advance. No one
ed a list of boarding houses and prt reservations
vate residences where one may find need feel disturbed, however, If reser
adulations on almost any scale vations have not been secured in advance. A very effective plan has been
desired.
The committee made a searching developed whereby persons arriving,
hotel rates without having made reservations,
inquiry Into convention
and its formal report was to the ef- will be able to secure comfortable
fect that these rates were by no quarters at no Inconvenience to them
means exorbitant and amply Justified. selves. All that Is needed, after
To meet the Increased demand the reaching the city, is to make applicahotels have been obliged
practically tion at the official headquarters.
to double their forces of employes for These headquarters are down town
the convention week and. In order to on the first floor of the Equitable
get them trained, put them at work a building, Calvert and Fayette streets
week before the convention opens A complete register Is on file there of
In addition, the hotel managers have all the various gradations of quarnearly duplicated their equipment of ters and accommodations, from the
linen and tableware. The rate plan dollar room to the more pretentious
agreed upon is as follows: One of the suites. It notice Is sent In advance
first class hotels, for instance, where as to the time visitors expect to arthe normal charge for a room and bath rive In Baltimore, an effort will he
varies from $3 to $7 a day, will charge made to have some of the reception
as many persons as occupy a $3 room committee at the particular place of
$3 each, andi those in a $4 room $1 arrival bo as to look after those who
each, but no one will be charged may come. Any and all Information
more than $4 a day even though he about seats and accommodations can
be one of the occupants of a $6 or $7 he obtained by writing to Robert
room. The Hotel Managers' associa- Crain,
general chairman,. Calvert
tion clainfj this is a fair arrange- building, Baltimore.
ment, elncfe otherwise a guest might
Baltimore has been putting her
expect to hire a $3 room and put In house In order for the past three
it as many1 persons as he saw fit, pay- months, and today she Is spick and
ing only a nominal service charge for span and ready for callers. Many of
each additional persons. Such a ser- the streets leading from the convenvice charge, the hotel men say, would tion hall to the railroad stations have

lishers.
The general municipal convention
committee, appointed by the mayor,
is Bubdvided. into state committees, to
which the delegates and visitors from
the respective states may turn for in
formation and assistance-The problem of handling a C'aat
convention crowd was two-tolfirst,
to bring them to Baltimore second, to
house, feed and entertain them while
here. The first of these was simple.
Baltimore is proud of her transportation facilities both by rail and by
water. These railroads, the Pennsyl-avnithe Baltimore ond Ohio and
the Western Maryland, connect the
city with the north, south and west,
and forty steamship lines give it a
r
prominent position In the
Ic and coastwise trade and passenger service.
Judging from the number of hotel
and boarding house reservations and
from past conventions, the addition
to Baltimore's population during the not compensate them for the outlay
week of June 25 will be not less than for extra equipment and help necessi'
tated by the convention.
40,000.
The hotel committee reports that
This estimate Is the minimum here.
The more enthusiastic are counting none of the ' hotels has raised cafe
oa nearly 100,000 convention guests. rates, and that room rates will run as
The special committee which Invest- low as $1.50 a day. It declares that
igated the city's hotel and boarding a comparison with prices of cities
house facilities and rates has report- that have taken care of previous coned! that all strangers can be taken vention crowds and with the rates
care of; and visitors who are unable scheduled In Chicago for the republi
.
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committee on decorations concluded
it would attain better results by con
fining Its decorations almost entirely
to lights and flowers and living green.
At night the stranger in town will
have no difficulty finding his way tr
the convention hall. He need onlj
gaze upward and follow any of the
three great beams of light which will
be focused on the Fifth Regiment
Armory from three different parts of
the city. These searchlights will shine
forth from the tops of the Emerson
an Belvedere hotels and from the
tower of the Maryland Casualty com
pany's building.
Ths appropriation for this special
lighting Is $15,000. The convention
hall itself will be a blaze of lights,
the ribs of the curving roof being outlined by 10,000 electrio bulbs.
The
block of Bolton street leading to the
main entrance of the hall will be bril
liant with a collonade of electric
lamps on pillars 60 feet apart The
portico of the city hall will be outlined with electric bulbs and some of
the city's principal monuments will
be treated in the same way. To supplement thla display by the city the
proprietors and tenants of all thetall
buidlngs have been asked to leave
the lights burning in upper rooms 84
that the business district at nlgnt
will be ablaze.
The park department, which has
charge of the plant and flower deco
rations, has done much to beautify the
exterior of the convention hall bj
doorways
screening the temporary
and stairways leading from streets
to the balconies with trees and shrubs.
for
Among the trees transplanted
this purpose are elms and oaks, some
The street .ajailway of them 40 feet tall. Baltimoreans
been repaved.
company has laid special tracks and are fond of floral displays, and ap
loops to handle the crowds and or- peals have been made to shopkeepers
dered 60 new cars at a cost of $300,r and occupants of private houses to
'
000.
decorate their windows with flower
When the city first began to pre- boxes.
To BaJfcimoreans the (convention
pare for the convention, plans were
street
of
will be the whole show, but
the
erection
for
Itself
suggested
arches and for decorating the public thousands of visitors that come here
buildings with colored bunting. Later fr6 mall parts of the country will
this idea was rejected, because the find plenty to occupy their attention

of washing Ice. Annapolis, the site of the Unit
celebrities and listening to oratory. ed States naval academy, is only half
One of the most popular trips of the an hour's ride by 'trolley. Washingweek promises to be down the Patap-ec- ton, the national capital, is less thn
river, which forms the city's fine an hour aiway.
harbor, and out into Chesapeake bay.
There Is no real need or anyone beFor the accommodation of delegates
Chamwho wish to take this excursion the ing troubled with constipation.
Tablets will caue an agree-abl- e
berlain's
Ann
steamers
city has refitted the
without
when they grow weary

o

apolis and Let robe, which are used
winter to keep the harbor clear

in
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PUEBLO, CCLO. $11.53-

-

DENVER $15.60

ST. LOUIS,

MO.

ST. PAUL, MINN $45.30

$40.30

CHICAGO, ILL

J

NEW YORK, N. Y. VIA STANDARD LINES
VIA DIFFERENTIAL LINES

D. L. BATCHEOB,

OB

AS turned out some classy work for the 1912 graduating classes. It is
prepared to do invitation and book work and can furnish both social and
business stationery of individuality and quality. Figures cheerfully furnished
on any kind of work.

ill

BlISftINO
COMPANY
f"VTTT

II

$72.30

For further information call on or write.

TUT

11

$45.30

Also rates to many other points in East, North East, Wes
and North West including: points in Old Mexico and points in
British Columbia.
Tickets on sale daily June 1st. to Sept 30th. are first class
and good for stop over in either direction. Final return
limit October 3lst, 1912.
Also tickets good for return within 60 days from date of
"
'
sale to many points in East.

DEPARTM
OF J

SPRINGS $13.70

COLORADO

f

HE OPT

LLton

EXCURSIONS

I

1

Give them

trial. For sale by ail dealers.

ROUND TRIP SUMMER

if

7

movement of the bowels

any unpleasant effect

SJ

PHONE HAIN 2

i

y

Agent.

$75.23

a

LAS

VEGA

DAILY OPTIC, TUESDAY,
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13, 1912.
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In Green Fresh Vegetables
We Have

LOCAL NEWS
Big dance
07

Fancy Large Head Lettuce, per bunch
Fancy Leaf Lettuce, per bunch
Beets, per bunch
Radishes, per bunch
,
Onions, per bunch
New Carrots, per bunch
New, Turnips, large bunches
,
Summer Spinach, per lb
New Cabbage, per lb
Leek, per bunch .
Asparagus, per bunch
New June Peas, per lb...
Rhubarb, per lb
Soup Bunches, each
New Potatoes, per lb

05
05

.

07

A

08
06
05
05
,15
06
.05
05

IKE DAVIS
A New

i

Shipment of Those

Frosted Brazil
NUT CREiMS
.

t

,

They Speak for Themselves

60

The building on Bridge street occupied by Simpkins' brothers' store
is being given a coat of paint.

.05

03

THE CASH GR.OCER.

at armory tonight

Finch's Golden Wedding ftje, aged
in the wood. Direct from
distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of course.

03

L.

WHY RENT?

PER POUND

Lawrence Tamme writes from Ann
Arbor, where he Is attending the;
University of Michigan, that the De
troit papers assert those who attend
the
bout will be able
to view nothing but cactus and sage
brush and that they will find the
hotel accommodations extremely linn
ited. Being a loy.--l Las Vegan Mr.
Tamme's Ire has been aroused by
these statements and he has written
The Optic that It Is "high time to
call a 'halt," Tamme says that while
the Detroit sport writers are knocking the bout, the public is highly Interested In 1 and there will be many
MIchlganders at the ringside when
the big event is staged.
n

Flynn-Johnso-

The
election of officers
of the Fraternal Brotherhood, postponed from a week ago, was held
last night in. the O. R, C. hall. E. E.
Gehring was elected past prosldent;
James Cook, president and Fred Phillips, vice president. J. T. Buhler was
chosen secretary and C. H. Bailey,
treasurer. Mrs. Laura McCall was
elected chaplain; Sherwood E, TiffaMrs. H. E. Wal-lis- ,
ny, sergeant-at-arms- ;
mlstress-at-arms- ;
J. It, Baker,
Inner door, keeper and Sirs. Piohlke
out;er door keeper. E. E. Gehring and
Fred Phillips were elected trustees.
The Installation of the newly elected
officers will occur on the first meeting night in July, which Is Monday,
July 1. At th,e meeting last night an
entertainment
committee was appointed and plans are on foot for a
big "feed" and other entertaiment
for next Monday night.
semf-annn-

J. H. STEARNS
GROCB- R-

SEE! This fine Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from
RZQULA

RETAIL VALUt,

$13.00

several carloads of this beautiful dinner-warand oor
the manufacturer to give as aa exclusive design
We are charging part of the oost to "advertising
very
price.
expense." and aonly Rs yon to pay a percentage of the actual cost of the
set. It is of beautiful "Cosmos' design and canuot be duplicated la
for less than sit In any retail china store. It Is guaranteed by both
quality
the manufacturer and ourselves.
There Is a coupon in every sack of LARABEE'S Flour. Send us five
con pons and 3.9Q In cash, draft, postal or express money order, and we will
send you one of these besntlfnl sets by freight. Address
and reMills Company.
mittance to The China Department of the Lara bee Flour coupons
bioson, Kansas. Be sure to write your name and address plainly.
HofThe
are
LARABEB'8
Flour
also good for Rogers' tJilverwarsj
coupons in
nd other valuable premiums Ask for desoripllve circular.
;
m
GERMANIs
that "Mighty-Good- "
EMPRESS, you know,

BLANKETS

purchased
enabled
tarn
purchase
low
and a

Flour that makes Baking a Delight

-MILLED

At

rot

SALE

ALL GROCERS

BY

TryfrlSaicklYou'll Like it.

The Home of The Bestof Evprything Eatable
We Have

Just

Received a Fresh Supply of

Uptons Jelly Tablets,

n;

work in Navajo Blankets is pleasing all who see it,
our method leaves them soft
and velvety like new.
Send in your lace curtains,
we are equiped to handle
these properly.
Ask those who have tried
this service, they will tell
you it is satisfactory.

Las Vegas Steam
Laundry
Phone Mun 80

617

Dought Are

,

Bromangellon, Jello and
Jello Ice Cream Powder, Also

1,.

If

il.

The regular
1

1

.

CO. STORE

L

-

meeting of

PLANTS
35 cents per dozen

BRUSSELS SPROUTS
50ltSextth

cents per dozen
PERRY ONION & SON $121
-S-

EEDSMEN

"art

Ml

.I'lSrTservice.-the-

&

FLORISTS

J

f

i

1 1
mm

1
mm

1 1
9

Schaffener

& Mane

you want in your

jr?i-l-

'

-

Quality of the
Tailoring all depend on thIIS.
We have on display styles,

..that are the product of Style

Creators and WE guarantee
the fit.

V?"
Coprrttht Hut Haffhcl

M.

V-AV-

in,

iiium

GREENBERGER

SPRAY

A

I..IIH.IJI

i

Mcrr

ij.iiiuiiiuihiubi
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I..

i

The modern

,

rains
early afternoon,
between the fast Colorado
Springs team and the Las Vegas Maroons was played this afternoon as
scheduled. This team from the Rocky
Mountain league la the first real ball
team that the Maroons have bumped
up against this season and, the prospects are that the series' will be a
close one. The sale of baseball booster tags by some twenty young ladies
of the Meadow City yesterday was a
marked success and there should be a
good attendance at the games, providing the weather tomorrow and Thursday Is better than that of today. As
a mark of appreciation for the work
of the young ladles the management
of the ball club has presented each
girl with a tag good for one game and
W. P. Southard, manager of the Las
Vegas Light and Power company, has
issued car fare to the ball park to all
of the girls. The game today was
called at 3:45 o'clock. Tomorrow's
game will occur ot the same hour.

uu
v in

The more you know of the
advantages of ALL WOOL

son-in-la-

n

-i

cloths.

V-

gas Commercial

10

AT THE GHAAF & HAYWAED

monthly

J!

i

1 1

the mor certain you are to
insist on having it.
The Shape keeping, the

WILL MOURN DEATH OF
WOMAN

- T
ir.
Shortly after S o'clock this morning
club will be held toCol
at the home of her
night. Business of Importance will onel M. M.
corner of Sixth
Padgett,
be brought before the meeting and a
and Friedman avenue, occurred the
large attendance Is desired.
death of Mrs. Elizabeth Daum. Mrs.
Abeniclo Gallegos has filed suit In Daum was 79 years old. Some time
the district court for divorce from ago she was stricken seriously ill and
his wife, FideHna Silva de Gallegos. though she rallied at first, little hope
He alleges that his wife used vile and was entertained for her recovery.
Mrs. Daum was born in Mfnnbeici,
abusive language toward him and often made life miserable for him. The Germany, September 27, 1S32. When
14 years of age she came to America
couple were married In February.
her father and mother,
accompanying
months
a
child
have
several
old,
They
Ohio. On September
who
located
in
the custody of whom Gallegos asks.
16, 1852 she .was united In marrlago
The old hotel at San Ignaclo was to George Daum In Portsmouth. ().,
in which city, the couple resided un
destroyed by fire Saturday night, actil about six years ago when they
cording to news received here late
came to Las Vegas.
The
afternoon.
building
yesterday
Mr. Daum died several months ago
was a large one and was owned by
J. Y. Lujan of this city. Several and since his death, which was a
years ago the place waB a popular re- severe shock to her, Mrs. Daum's
sort. It was insured for practically health had been falling rapidly. Mrs.
The Daum Is survived by two daughters,
its full value, it Is understood.
Misses Mary and Louise Daum,
cause of the fire Is not known.
one
Miss
Elizabeth
grandchild,
of
all
this
and a brothPadgett,
city
The Mountain
States Telephone
and Telegraph company has made ar- er, aged 74 and a sister, aged 84, in
rangements to furnish bulletin bot-- Portsmouth, Ohio. Her death will be
by a large company oV
vice during the democratlo and repub- mourned
in Las Vegas and Ohio.
friends
both
The bullican national conventions.
The fu&eral will occur Thursdar
letins will arrive constantly day and
10 o'clock from the homo
night while each convention is In ses- morning at
3. S.
sion and will bring the news of tho and will be private. Rev.
convention accurately and quickly. Moore, rector of Saint Paul's MemoThe service will be furnished free for rial Episcopal church, Mrs. Daum's
the Information of the company's pat pastor, will conduct the services.
rons and the general public. .Further
H. R. Jones, who came here for his
announcements will be made by Manhealth
about two years ago, and who
in
near
W.
D.
the
future.
Lee
ager
has been at the St.Anthony sanitat--J
Workmen
today began tearing mm since ms arrival, died last evendown the walls of the Danziger build- ing at 6:30.
Before coming to Las Vegas Mr.
ing on the Plaza, gutted by fire last
Saturday morning. Part of the west Jones was an employe1 of Swift & Co.,
wall was blown down with dynamite of Kansas City. He is survived by
one brother, living in his former home
Saturday night. It was feared that
to
would
result
surrounding In Bickerson, Maryland. J. C. John-sedamage
has charge of the funeral ar
property should this method be tried
Two workmen rangements. The funeral will oceir
on the east wall.
tomorrow at 10 o'clock
trom the
perched on the top of the walls this
Church
Our
of
of
tin;
Sorows,
of
Lady
work
the
morning and began
Interment will be in the Mt
knocking down the structure stone by
stone. The height was a dizzy one,
considering the width of the wall
"HARVEYS" is open
and tits shaky condition, but the
workmen did not seem to mind tre Thirtieth season, Mr. Harvey In
acrobatic and balancing stunts they charge. Auto to carriage house, Wed
nesday and Saturday at 8 a. m., returnwere required to perform.
ing same day. For passage phone
Main 385 or leave order at Murpheys,
from
wet
were
the
Though
grounds
the Cutler Brothers or Plaza Hotel.
of the
the
1

i

l'Thats what

SIRS. ELIZABETH DAUII

;V-- 3

nT rtninrriirn

U liMNA ULUIIILU

W

UP

DIED THIS MORNING
Through F. J. Wesner, the real
estate man, Dr. K. W. Houf has purchased the home wt :Rev C.
OF FRIENDS
LARGE COMPAiNY
1013 Second street.

PARSLEY

Welch Grape Juice and

Dole's Hawain Pine Apple Juice.

Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon

at ths Opera Bar.

II I

Vj
r'

LUDWIG Wm. lLFELD

game

Ou

ftttlr

Phone Main 379.

'

II

EMPRESS Flour
We

on delivery.

Ocean-to-Ocea-

:

1tH

guaranteed folding Canvas Cot for $1.50. Cash

Dance will be given at Rosenthal
hall tonight Crites and Cook will
play. Best muslo and best floor In
the city.
.
.

Wet weather seemingly dampened
the enthusiasm of the good roads
boosters of the Meadow City as only
a small number appeared at the Commercial club last night for the flrat
n
meeting of the Las Vegas
association.
So
Highway
few, In fact, turned out that It was
necessary to postpone (the meeting.
It is probable that Ihe deferred meet
ing will be held next Wednesday or
at some near date, as there is business of Importance that should be
brought before the association.

: v
--

We will Sell you all this week a good

A cot.

COMPLETE soda water fountain
for sale cheap.
Inquire at the
White Kitchen.

-

r"""

.!

H

:

i

'
.

way to clean
Pianos, Fur n
Automob-

iles.

..

n unequalled
dust layer for
Wood, Cement
and Linoleum
Floors.
A

--Ask-us

to demostrate this Latest and Best
CLEANSER AND POLISHER

Exclusive Local Agents

ni7i

JJ

Every visitor in Las Vejjas to call
upon us. Bring your friends. Our store
r

is one of the show places of Vegas.
Use Nothing But

ROBERT J. TAUPERT
Maker of Uncom iron Jewlery.

FERNDELL
JAM AND

"FORT" CANNED GOODS

PRESERVES

Finest Quality Fruits and VeField to Can

REPRESEHT getables From
The Same Day.

There's a Reason

They Are Pure

Sold by

BOUCHER

ONLY HIGHEST GRADES OF FRUITS
AND VEGETABLES ARE PACKED.

Notedj For
QUALITY--PURIT-

Y

CLEANLINESS

ASK YOUR GROCER FOR "FORT" BRAND

"The Store of Satisfaction"

EVERYBODY

READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

